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Chapter I 
INTROWCTION 
-~~~--+ ====~~~~- ---·------~~============~ ~l,~ 
I 
CHAPTER I 
ll~TRODUCTION 
I. P3.0BLE1•i 
The purpose of this thesis is: TO CONSTRUCT I•'IAT.i!;RIALS FOR ll'1PROVING 
SPECIFIC READHJG ABILITIES . THE \vORKBOOK PROVIDES EXERCISES m;ALTI'iG 
~VITH :tr.~.AIN I DEAS AHD SUPPORTING DETAILS, ~VHICH .tL'RE HIGH TIJ INT3fu:.;ST Al\lD 
Lm'i ll~ DIFFICULTY, FOR THE SEVENTH-GRADE PUPIL -~'*lOSE READmG ABILI'l"Y 
IS ON THE FOURTH-FIFTH-OR SIXTH-GRADE LEVT..i:L. 
The exercises are based on the regular school subjects, including 
the language arts, and the hobbies , sports , amusements, and leisure 
activities of seventh-grade pupils. 
Authorities have pointed out the lack of reading aids available to 
teachers on the secondary-school level. I f every teacher is to be a 
teacher of reading, adequate materials must be supplied. This workbook 
is an attempt to meet this need. 
The content of reading exercises should be interestir~ as well as 
worthwhile. Vocabulary must not be a problem. In this workbook the 
sentence structure and vocabulary become progressively difficult as the 
grade level of reading accomplishment moves upward. 
The content is original; text books were consulted as a reference 
for vocabulary and sentence structure. Pupil interest will therefore be 
higher than if familiar text book material is repeated. 
A mastery of such skills will aid the pupil not only in his Language 
Arts work, but in all other study where reading is important. Such 
ability 'Will help a pupil in his pleasure reading as >vell as in reading 
II 
1
1 for information . Grasping the main i dea and its supporting details is 
I 
'I 
'I I, 
II 
I 
I 
i 
'I 
11 
I 
necessary for comprehension in all reading. 
The author is making the assQmption that this workbook, which deals 
with main ideas and supporting details, will be high in interest and 
low in difficulty for a seventh-grade pupil, capable of r eading on 
his own grade level or better, yet who is reading on the fourth-fifth-
:I 
I 
or sixth-grade level. This assumption, that the workbook will help 
the poor reader, is justified, because if the student in question is 
:I 
not mentally capable of doing better work than he is doing at present, I 
remedial exercises woul.d be of no value. il 
li 
II 
I 
Chapter n 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
---:=.--~- ·-~------------
CHAPTER II 
REVIEvl OF RESEARCH 
A. Introduction to Reading 
Reading is no longer considered a subject taught only in the ele-
1. 
mentary school. Recent investigations have shown that wide individual 
differences in reading ability exist among high school and college 
students. Special reading programs, remedial reading classes, and 
reading clinics are being established in many schools and colleges to 
meet the needs of the poor reader. 
The determination of the reading ability characteristic of the high 
school and college level is becoming increasingly important as more 
emphasis is placed on identifYing and assisting the student whose reading 
is below average. Any classification of such skills is necessarily 
based on an underlying concept of reading itself. At the present time 
these concepts var3 widely. In a narrow sense, reading is often regarded 
as the ability to recognize printed words. According to this definition, 
such basic skills asW)rd recognition and efficient eye movements are 
2. 
listed as important reading skills . A much broader concept includes all 
the intellectual activities that may be called into play by the pur pose 
which takes the reader to the printed page. This: 
1. Strang, Ruth, Problems in the Ilnprovement of Reading in High School 
and College, Rev. Ed., The S ci.ence Press Printing Company, 
Lancaster, Peru1sylvania, 1940, pp . 18-26. 
2. McKim, Ivtargaret Grace, The Readin of Verbal Material in Ninth Grade 
Algebra, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 
University, New York, 1941, p. 1. 
3 
••• conceives reading as a purposef ul activity which 
may alter the outlook of the individual, deepen his 
understanding, aid in the reconstruction of experience , 
stimulate intellectual and emotional growth, modify 
behavior and, in these various ways, promote the 
development of rich and stable personalities. It 
recognizes also that reading is a highly complex 
activity including various important aspects, such 
as recognizing symbols qui ckly and accurately, 
apprehending clearly and with discrimination the 
meanings implied by the author, reacting to and 
using the ideas secured through reading in harmony 
with the reader's. purposes, and integrating them 
into definite thought and action patterns. l. 
This broad concept of reading underlies numerous classifications 
2. 
of reading skills . Strang's list may be considered typical. The 
abilities discussed are grouped under these he&dings: the mechanics of 
reading, fact-getting techniques, ability to locate material, aspects 
of reading ability that involve reasoning, ability to remember what is 
read, ability to apply what is read, creative reading, reading f or 
appreciation, reading to stimulate further reading and ability to read 
3. 
orally. Similar classificati ons have been prepared bJr Horn, Leary and 
4. 
Gray, and others. 
Disability in reading means not oP~Y failure to learn to read at 
l. Gray, \iilliam S., 11Reading and Factors Influencing Reading Efficiency~ 1 
Gray, Williams., Ed~, Reading in General Education, 
American Council on Education, i:Jashington, D. C., 1940, P.• 30 
2. Strang, Ruth, Problems in Imnrovement of Reading in High School and 
College, Q£. Cit., PP• 40-73. 
3. Horn, Ernest, Methods of Instruction in the Social Studies, Report 
of the Commissionon the SocialStudies of the American 
Historical Association , Part XV, Charles Scribner's Sons, 
New York, 1937, pp . 203-4. 
4. Leary, Bernice E. and Gray, ~'lilliam S., "Reading Problems in Content 
Fields, 11 in l'lilliam S. Gray , Editor, Reading in General 
Education, Q£. Cit., pp . 117-130. 
4 
the rate and level commensurate with age and mental capacity, but also 
the disinclination or refusal to use reading as a source of relaxation 
1. 
and self-realization. 
B. Background of Reading Problems 
Despite the quantity of experimental data, the wealth of in enious 
t eaching devices, the range of interesting children's reading material 
and the large amount of school time available for t eaching reading, a 
surprisingly large number of pupils experience extreme difficulty in 
2. 
acquiring satisfactory reading skills. This widespread consciousness, 
now fifteen years old, that hundreds of boys and girls present then1selves 
for high-school education without sk:i.ll in reading, a skill so basic to 
success in education, is evidence that soon one of two things must happen 
in the field of secondary education: a way must be found to educate 
individuals who cannot read; or a way must be found to teach reading on 
3. 
the secondary-school level. 
Desire to read more effectively arises most naturally out of interest- : 
ing and valuable school and home activities and out of vital interests 
of individual students. Some adjustment must therefore be made in the 
total school program for needed instruction and practice in reading. 
1. Wollner, Mary H. Bowen, Children ' s Voluntary Reading ~~ Expression 
of Individuality, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 
ITOlumbia University, New York, 1949, p . 1 • . 
2. Gates, Arthur I ., The Improvement of Reading, Rev. Ed ., Hacmillan 
Company,- New York, 1935, p . 2. 
3. Center, Stella S. and Persons, Gladys, L., Teaching High School 
Students to Read, D. Appleton-century Compan~ew York, 1937, 
--~---- -- ----p. 3-
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1. 
Reading, according to Gates, is 
the most important and the most troublesome subject 
in the elementary school cur riculum. It is the most 
important since it is a tool, the mastery of which 
is essential to the learning of nearly every other 
school subject. It is most troublesome since pupils 
fail in reading far more frequently than in any 
other elementary skill . 
In more recent years the accumulated data show the need for pro-
viding differentiated reading programs for children . Some children 
are not ready to read when they enter the first grade; other children 
know ho\'1 to read; the majority struggle between these "b.t1o extremes. 
Some children learn to read rapidly and continue to improve at a 
remarkable rate. Other children have great difficulty and sometimes 
do not progress at all. As a result of these differences, a t~~ical 
group of children in an average fourth-grade classroom will spread over 
a range of eight or more grade levels. Eighth- grade groups sometimes 
2. 
have a range of twelve or more grade levels . Ther e is no question 
about the validity of the fact which has often been expressed but 
infrequently translated into classroom use: Reading instruction and 
reading materials must be adjusted to individual differences \iithout 
regard for grade level placement of the children . 
During the Colonial period in America the demands for reading skill 
centered in the ability to read the Bible and other religious materials 
aloud . With the passing of years the amount of printed materials 
1. Gates, Arthur I. , The Improvement of Reading, QE.. Cit . , p . 1. 
2. Kottmeyer, William, Handbook for Remedial Reading, Webster Publishing 
Company, St . Louis, 1947, p. 243. 
I 
li 
I 
increased dramatically. Today children encounter large numoers of news-
papers and magazines and have access, through public libraries, to 
unprecedented amounts of published materials. 
Reading was once considered essentially a skill , and proficiency 
vms regarded as an end to be achieved through drills and exercises. 
Modern reading programs stress first the pupil and his development; and 
second, the significant and fortunate role that experiences in reading 
may assume in promoting his happiness and continued gr o\'lth . In assuming 
this modern position we do not disregard nor underestimate our responsi-
bility for safeguarding each child's acquisition of the fundamental habits 
and skills. 
1. 
11 Center and Persons tell us that reading may be viewed in different 
i 
I 
I' 
ways . It may be described as a means to an end; as a form of experience, 
which itself depends on previous experience; as a avenue of communication ; 
as a process of interpreting meaning. Reading may also be explained in 
terms of psychological theory; it may be analyzed into its constituent 
elements ; and it may be studied with reference to related factors. No 
matter how one views reading, it is clear that the changes in the nature 
and variety of instructional material have not paralleled the changing 
needs; consequently many t~~es of reading ma t t er are unsuitable or too 
I difficult for the secondary-school pupil of today . In order to take 
I j their places as worthy citizens of tomorrow, pupils in our schools today 
1. Ibid., P• 243. 
I 
I 
fi 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
r 
must be led to comprehend and to evaluate facts presented in various 
forms. Such a program should be looked upon as part of a larger program 
in communication that leads children and youth to speak clearly, to 
write effectively, to listen intelligently and to read critically. 
II 
II 
I 
Through such an approach it is possible to equip young people for respon- /I 
II 
sible citizenship. 
1. 
One authority state~ sixteen years ago, that frequently reading is 
considered to be the most important subject in the curriculum of the 
modern elementary school. If not the most important, it is certainly 
II 
'I II I. 
1/ 
one of the most fundamental subjects of study. lvJ:uch depends on it. 1 
In modern social life the ability and desire to read enables one to 
develop a wide acquaintance with, and enjoyment of, the affairs of men 
and nature. In the modern school the pupil who reads possesses the 
essential instrument vdth which much of his formal education is obtained. 
Reading is an avenue of learning, a tool, a means to an end, and 
written materials are the most ~~dely used aid in learning in high 
schools and colleges today. Effective reading has personal and social 
values; it will serve a person according to his needs. Scholastic 
progress is influenced definitely by the extent and nature of the 
r eading coiapetence of students. 
Confusions, diffiCl.'lties, and faulty habits that arise during the 
learning process must be met primarily by the teacher. In the early 
1. McKee, Paul , The Teaching of Reading and Literature in ~ 
Elementary School, Houghton Hifflin Company, Boston, 1934, 
P• 17. 
I 
8 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
II 
II I 
school years, the combinations of difficulties that handicap children 
in later r e;J.ding are developed. A. child can learn incorrectly so many 
II 
II 
II 
•I 
things that one wonders that he learns to read at all. No other school 
,I 
subject depends so much for its existence upon a variety of basic skills . 
1
/ 
Poor reading habits and a .. low level of literary appreciation 
characterize our secondary school students and our "functionally 
l. 
illiterate" adult population as well. The teacher's t ask is to discover 
the ineffective habits and confusions which make progress difficult, 
remove them, and so render the child 's reading efficient and pleasurable . 
Every teacher, not only the teacher of English, must be a t eacher of 
reading. It is the highest art in teaching children to develop and train 
powers which lead to self-development. 
American secondary schools are r~pidly becoming a cross-section of 
society; their registers r epresent all types of mental ability. If 
our schools are to admit pupils of all degrees of mental ability, they 
are obliged to provide adequate means of education for every child. 
Boys and girls in the lmi'-abili ty group are here to stay. Teachers 
concerned with them must make a concentrated attack and an intelligent 
one upon their problem. Reduced to its simplest terms, this problem 
of the retarded pupil who is thrm-m into water beyond his depth and 
allowed to sink or S\'ri.til i s a problem in humanity. The larger measure 
of failure with these students is on the side of t he teacher and the 
school . Rea.ding is good only insofa.r as the understanding achieved is 
1. Appy, Nellie, Chai~~n, Pupils Are People, The National Council of 
Teachers of English, Monograph Number 13, D. Appleton-century 
Company, Incorporated, New York, 1941, p. 151. 
I 
I 
,: 
I 
9 
'I 
/: 
II 
clear and correct, reading is poor whenever the understanding arrived at 
is vague or is actually a misunderstanding. Every person should develop 
an attitude of demanding clear and correct meaning in all of the r eading 
l. 
which he attempts. One educator has stated that first-grade boys and 
girls understand more clearly and correctly what is said in the books we 
give t hem to r ead than high- school students understand what their text-
2. 
books say. Betts quotes Gray challenging the teacher: 
One of the most common errors in the classroom 
activities today is the practice of permitting 
children to fritter away· intellectual energy 
while reading. There is need in every grade 
of discovering worthwhile purposes for r eading, 
of developing keen interest in reading, of 
stimulating the pupil to thinl{ actively while 
r eading, of providing opportunity for the use 
of the information secured, of setting high 
ideals of achievement, and of holding pupils 
definitely responsible for satisfactory results. 
Reading is a very elaborate procedure involving the weighing of each 
of many elements in a sentence, the organization of these elements in 
the proper relations one to another, and the selection of certain of 
rnany forces to determine final response . 
The language of the reading material must be the lan~iage of the 
child if he is to get full meaning from the printed page. We take 
meaning from the printed page in r atio to what we bring to it in terms 
3. 
of previous actual or vicarious experience. 
1. lifcKee, Paul, The Teaching of Reading !g ~Elementary School, Houghton 
Hifflin Company, Boston, 1948, p. 45 . 
2 . Betts, Emmett Albert, The Prevention and Correction of Reading 
Difficulties, Row, Peterson and Company, Evanston, Illinois, 
1936, p. 29 . 
3. Kottmeyer, L"iilliam, Handbook for Remedial Reading, QE.. Cit., p . 42 . 
0 
I 
II 
I 
I 
li 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
Attention has often been called to the fact that although reading 
is one facet of language, its close relationship to the other language 
areas must be always borne in mind. An oral account of an actual happening 
becomes in a sense a series of sound symbols for that happening and is one 
language step a>'lay from reality. A written or printed account of the 
happening becomes a s~nbol or a series of symbols for its oral counterpart 
and is further -removed from the experience. Reading then becomes an 
interpreting of the written symbols of the oral symbols of an actual 
1. 
event. 
The most serious problem that teachers in high school and college 
encounter today is that of helping students get the meaning from the 
2. 
printed page--to read .with understanding. And as writers express simply 
by means of words , all thoughts, moods, emotions, yearnings, hopes, 
aspirations, knowled~e, and philosophY--all that a human being is capable 
of knowing and being--the reader must have the power to reverse the 
process and transmute the cool little black symbols upon the page into 
the ideas, thoughts, emotions, knowledge , or philosophy breathed into 
them by their author. Helping individuals to achieve this magical power 
3. 
is the·plain duty of a high- school teacher. 
Comprehension is the ability to understand the meaning that a series 
of printed symbols contains. The ability to read understandingly many 
1. Ibid.' p. 41. 
2. Strang, Ruth, Problems in the Improvement of Reading in the High School 
3. Center, Stella S. and Persons, Gladys L., Teaching High School Student s i 
to Read, QE.• Cit., p. 25. 
II 
r 
I 
1 
and different ty~es of materials for many and different purposes is the 
ultimate goal of reading instruction. Instruction in reading should equip 
the pupil ~<lith the reading pm.;er which he must have in order to achieve 
his worthy purposes in and out of school. Adequate instruction in reading 
will help pupils acquire the r eading power they need in order to achieve 
any and all of their different reading purposes. 
1. 
Bond and Handlon feel that a child's ability to adapt his reading 
to his purpose depends on two things: his own recognition of the purpose 
for which he is to read, and his proficiency in selecting and using the 
skills that he needs for that purpose. Failure to teach children that 
different pur poses for reading demand different methods may be very 
injurious to their progress and attitude toward r eading. Compet ence in 
reading, as in all other i ntellectual activities, is the product of 
continuous growth and careful guidance throughout school and colle e 
years and even later. 
By the end of the elementary-school period, a l arge majority of 
pupils, but not all of them, have mastered the basic habits of r ecogni-
tion, have l earned to read si.rnple material i•rith ease and understtmding, 
are able to r ecognize the literal meaning of passages of seventh-and 
eighth-grade reading difficulty, have made progress in r ecognizing the 
broader meaning and si gnificance of the ideas apprehended, and have 
l earned to make some of the adjustments essential t o reading difficult 
2. 
kinds of material and for different purposes . Experience teaches, 
1 . Bond, G~y L. and Handlon, Bertha, Adapting Instruction in Reading 
to Individual Differences, University of l•linneapolis Press, 
Wunneapolis, 1948, Number 5, pp. 6-10. 
2. National 
Part II 
the Study of Educ<>.tion, Forty-Seventh Yearbook, 
t he Hi h School and College 11 1948, p .41. 
12 
however, that the development of essential understandL'lg, attitudes, and 
skills cannot be left to chance. Direct instruction and further exper-
ience L~ the use of study skills will often increase the efficiency of 
students in working independently. 
1. 
l"lcKee tells us that improvement in reading is a major responsibility 
of all teachers in high school and college. Failure to acquire one or 
more of the many techniques or skills involved in reading is believed 
to be a common, if not the most frequent, cause of reading disability. 
In correcting this cause if is of utmost importance _. that remedial work 
be conducted with material which is within the pupil's range of mastery. 
2 . 
Kottmeyer states that when r eading instruction and reading materials are 
not beyond the level at which a student is, he nmy improve in his use 
of reading skills; if instruction and materials are beyond his level, he 
~.11 not ~~prove. Upper-grades, high-school , and college teachers 
should not assume that because reading has already been taught it need 
not be one of their concerns; they should not suppose that the English 
teacher alone is accountable for the reading readiness of students in :I 
I 
ever,y course in the curriculum. All teachers must take the responsibility I 
for huild;ing .concepts in their own classes. Too few teachers from the 
1 
I 
fourth grade on realize that they have a part in the tremendous 
) .. 
responsibility for furthering grovrth in reading. 
1. HcKee, Paul, The Teaching of Reading and Literature in the Elementary 
School, QE• Cit~. p. 2?6. 
2. Kottmeyer, t'lilliam, Handbook for Remedial Reading, QE_. Cit ., p. 5. 
3. McCullough, Constance, Strang, Ruth, and Traxler, Arthur E., Problems 
in the Improvement in Reading, 1'lcGraw-Hill Book Company, 
iffcorporated, New York, 1946, p. 86. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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II 
I 
I 
Effort to improve the teaching of reading must be continuous if 
instruction is to be adapted regularly to changing social needs and 
profit to a maximum from the r esults of scientific study. Poor reading 
is frequently but one symptom of a basic inadequacy. I<foreover, most 
remedial drills are unfortunate in that they overlook the child's 
primary purposes in reading silently: to obtain desired or necessarJ 
information or to follow happily a worthy recreational pursuit. 
The student should feel a need for improving his reading and take 
respbnsibility for making and car~~ng out an appropriate individual 
program. l~terials should be relatively short as well as easy, and 
1. 
should be varied in char~cter. 
Intelligent children tend to learn to read more readily than do 
I 
\\ 
I 
·I 
\, 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
unintelligent children. Nevertheless all 11intelligent11 children do not 
learn successfully, nor do all those who are mutually slow fail to learn. 
2
\ 
At any age an individual's reading performance should be evaluated with I 
reference to the ;reading potentialities to,~rd which he is growing. Thus 
each student has his own reading norm, or standard, appropriate to his 
needs and abilities. It is tov1ard developing individual reading patterns 
that instruction in reading is to be directed, to the end that a person ' s 
3. II life may thereby be made more worthwhile. Remedial programs should be 
1. Gates, Arthur I., The In:provement of Reading, QE. Cit., p. 28 
2. Kottmeyer, ~villiam, Handbook for Remedial Reading QE.. Cit., p. 40. 
3. McCullough, Const ance, Strang, Ruth, and Traxler, Arthur E., Problems 
iri the Improvement of Reading, Op. Cit., p. 93. 
,j 
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viewed not in isolation but in relation to the basic program of reading 
eA~eriences and instruction. 
l. 
According to Betts comprehension and other r eading skills, informa-
t ion and attitudes are highly interdependent. It is not unco~non for 
some individuals to get the rneaning of a paragraph although they have 
faulty mechanical habits of reading. The attitude of reading f or meaning 
should be emphasized from the beginning, even during the preparatory 
program. 
Reading serves as a means through which one may enrich and extend 
his experiences. It serves as a means through which one may become 
acquainted with his responsibilities as a citizen. A true democracy 
requires intelligent and educated citizenry, which can be achieved 011ly 
through the ability to read and comprehend . 
The skillful reader uses different reading abilities in the light 
of the various purposes for which he n~y read. Each type of reading 
situation requires certain knowledges, skills, habits, attitudes, and 
appreciations not required by other types of reading activity. The 
The f u..11damental goal of the t eacher is to teach the pupil ho\~ to read 
effectively by using various methods . 
2. 
IvlcKee states that instruction in the w::>rk type or silent reading 
will teach the pupil h0\'1 to engage successfully in those reading 
l. Betts, Enunett Albert, The Preventj_on and Correction of Reading 
Difficulties, ££• Cit . , p . 2oo:--
2. NcKee , Paul, The Teaching of Reading and Literature in the 
Elementary School, Q£. Cit., p . 60. 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
activities in which one reads silently for informational purposes. 
Good study habits depenJ partly upon knowledge of the best method to be 
employed in different situations and partly upon pr act ice in sound 
1. 
procedures. 
2. 
Durrell points out that silent reading presents many problems not 
necessarily pr esented in oral r eading. In silent r eading the child 
works alone and the t eacher has no convenient check as to what is going 
on in his rQind. As a consequence he may drop into L~ny careless habits. 
The child may skip ·diff'ic ~,;.lt words and phrases and thereby gather 
only fragments of reading . ·weaknesses may be found in the ability to 
organize ideas and to discriminate bet\'leen major and minor ideas , vdth 
a result that either oral or \'II'itten recall is a coll ection of loosely 
associated fragments of the selection. 
Various types of associational assignments require the child to 
find appr eciations and examples of generalizations in reaci.ing or require 
other t Y'!'eS of t hi nking . Hany chil dr en need special help in acquiring 
these abil ities . 
Comprehension is the basic u;eneral ability in reading. This 
ability to tmderstand or i nt erpr et the meaning of the material re2d is 
the primary and funda!ment al ability which all teachers shoul d emphasiz 
3. 
continually. The ability to locate info rmation pr esupposes t he ability 
1. f<J:cCul lough, ~onst.ance , Strang, Ruth , ar:d Traxler ~ Arthur E., Problems 1 
.!!! t he Improvement of Read~ng, 9£. c~ t .' p. 302 I 
Durrell, Donald D. , Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities, \vorld II 
Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, Ne\\' York, 1940 , pp. 293-295. 
2 . 
School, Op. Cit., p-. 94. -
HcKee, Paul, The Te<.~ching of Reading and Literature in the Elementary ~~~ 
=~-===j!;c--=-===-=-=-~= ~==== 
ji 
··-II 
I' 
I! 
II 
I 
,. 
I 
to comprehend what is r ea,d, as does the ability to select and evaluate 
material read quickly and accurately· in the light of the ' roblem at 
l. 
hand. HcKee declares t hat inability to judge the appropri ateness of 
material read results in confusion and problematic reading. The 
reader fails to grasp the really important ideas ; l ikewise he does not 
gr asp unimportant ideas. Tf1..is means that he does not get an adequate 
understanding of his r eading. In ordinary life it means ineffective 
inforwal r eading; i n school it probably results i n mediocre study and 
scholarship . 
Corrective teachi ng, according to An Experienced Curriculum in 
2. 
English, is one part of English. l'Ia.ny people, hovTever, either put t oo 
much or too l i ttle emphasis on it. Whether we are correcting faults 
in usage , spelling, reading or speech we should bear in mind that this 
instruction should be inter esting and useful. In r eading, preliminary 
testing should take pl ace to discover exactly "What i s l a cking. 
The teacher of reading occupies a stratsgic position in developing 
immature, growing minds and spirits into mature, culti.lilated men and 
women. He can draw on every field for n~terials. He can correlate 
reading with other fields of pupil interest and thus r einforce its 
appeal. This work V'Jill. not need justification in the eyes of the student. 
Reading is not a passive reception of ideas; it is an act r equiring 
3. 
constant mental activity carefully directed . The great concern of the 
1 • . Ibid., p. 21. 
2. Hatfield, vi . filbur, Chairman, An Experienced Curriculum in English, 
D. Appleton-Century Company, NeVI York, 1935, p. 9. 
3. Center, Stella s. and Persons, Gladys L., Teaching High School 
Students to Read, Q£. Cit., p . 28 • . 
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,j teacher of reading is that intelligent interpretation of material always 
1. 
takes place . 
In reading to acquire accurate information, memory must be keen; 
poi>Ters of observation must be accurate; ju9-gment and reason must be 
active. Outlining, swr~rizing, finding key words and central ideas are 
techniques which will serve this purpose. 
Vocabularies moderately mature will not usually be stumbling blocks 
or obstacles. The difficulty lies more often in the ideas rather than 
in words. The language used in the expression of ideas must be language 
adequate to the ideas eXPressed. Sentence structure should place the 
emphasis on the idea not on the mechanics .• 
2. 
Strang states that the teaching of r eading is of necessity a gradual 
and continuous problem. It should keep pace with the growth in matura-
tion of the student. In the secondary school, therefore, certain skills 
must be developed which will be in1ffiediately useful to the student, but 
which up to this period in his development he has not been mature enough 
to learn . 
Reading is like walking; one l earns it in order to be able to get 
somewhere. Thus purpose is paramount . Specific instruction, however, 
3. 
may help one to v-:alk more quickly and gracefully. Reading may be one 
of life ' s inex:baustable pleasures and blessings, but may also become a 
1 . Pennell, Hary E. and Cusack, Alice I11I., The Teaching of Reading 
for Better Living, Houghton Iv.lifflin Company, Boston, 1935, 
p . 35. 
2. Strang, Ruth, Problems in the Improvement of Reading in the High 
School and College, 2£• Cit., p. 133. 
3. Ibid.' p. 163. 
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1. 
mere habit, an escape from thinking, or a drug. The ability to read with 
ease and expertness in itself contributes to a permanent interest in 
reading. An individual's enjoyment of reading depends also upon the 
2. 
cumulative mass of his previous reading and experience. 
3. 
Witty recognizes that learning to read increases the child's sense 
of power and opens the door to new satisfactions and new sources of 
knowledge. Throughout all stages of the learning process , the child's 
satisfaction in real achievement and steady progress is also a primary 
concern . This approach guarantees the child the chance to follow 
worthwhile interests in a program characterized by systematic guidance 
and continuous evaluation. In such a program, successful achievement 
and disciplined growth are assured . 
4. 
In his Reading in ll-1odern Education, Witty states that there is a 
need for remedial reading in the junior and senior high schools. One 
of the most significant aspects of modern remedial programs is the 
attention thus made possible to the needs of individuals and small groups . 
Whenever possible individual guidance and help should be given the poor 
r eader. In every attempt to offer assistance, there should be a con-
tinuous effort to diagnose carefully the reading levels and needs of the 
pupils, to provide useful and stimulating materials, and to offer 
systematic instructi on for a long enough time to insure improvement. 
1. Ibicl ., p. 9. 
2. Ibid., p. 37. 
3. Witty, Paul, Reading in Modern Education, D. c. Heath and Company, 
Boston, 1949, p . 50. 
4. Ibid., p . 1?4. 
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Under these conditions, high-school students almost invariably Dnprove 
their ability to read for many important purposes . 
In the Forty-Seventh Yearbook, Part II, of the National Society for 
1. 
the Study of Education, Reading in High School and College it was 
indicated that the largest proqlem in the modern high school grows out 
of the new and varied purposes for which youth must read. Accordingly, 
what is needed is a unified effort throughout the entire high school to 
I 
promote the reading development of every student. School-\-dde developmen'"" , · 
tal programs, built and conducted through the cooperative efforts of all 
teachers, are the only sound means for assurL~g the maximum reading 
growth of every student. 
2. 
Witty feels that the following twelve points will have to be 
included in any future developments in reading instruction: 
1. Greater attention will be given to the home 
and the attitudes toward reading displayed by 
the child ' s parents and by his siblings . Efforts 
will be made to provide the most advantageous 
atmosphere for language development before the 
child enters school. This movement will neces-
sitate increased amounts of adult education 
and will require closer cooperat ion between the 
home and the school . 
2 . Readiness for reading will become a domineer-
ing concern of good schools at all levels of 
instruction. This interest will stimulate the 
1. Ibid., p. 174-5. 
2. Ibid ., p . 255- 262 . 
2 0 
I 
I! 
establishment of preschool centers planned in 
accord with established principles of child 
development . 
3. Reading programs will have become increasingly 
11 functional. 11 Such programs \dll be designed 
to assur e every pupil an opportunity to acquire 
the reading habits and skills which fulfill his 
varied and changing needs throughout his high-
school career. New objectives \vill stress the 
abilities needed to read and comprehend the 
materials of the different subject areas, and 
will stress also the use of reading materials 
to obtain an understanding of and a solution 
for personal and social problems. Practical 
skills such as those involved in using news-
papers and magazines effectively will also receive 
increased attention. 
4. The reading programs will be extended to en-
. compass systematic instruction in the junior high 
school and will include developmental reading 
programs for the senior high school and college. 
Remedial programs will be regarded as temporary 
expedients . 
5. Teachers will be better prepared to study 
children. They will be equipped with a thorough 
understanding of child growth, and will be com-
petent in using techniques of child study to 
determine the interests and needs of pupils with-
in every class. They ~~11 employ a variety of 
techniques in order to obtain different kinds of 
information about chi ld development . Information 
obtained will be extended by data regarding each 
child's home background and his developmental 
history. Much great er consideration than at 
present vdll be given to the child's emotional 
reactions and his attitudes toward reading. 
6. Knowledge concerning the interests of the 
pupils will be regarded as essential in plan-
ning the curriculum. The principle of interest 
\rill receive due recognition not only in the 
elementary school but in the high school and 
college. 
7. Increased attention will be given to reading 
as a phase of communication. Teachers will 
conceive of reading as a part of a program 
concentrating on the development of clarity 
communication. Accordin~ reading programs 
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will be more effectively correlated with efforts 
. to improve writing, speaking, and listening. 
8. Reading }Jrograms of the future will employ 
more printed material than in former periods. 
Readiness materials will provide eve~J child 
with an opportunity to begin to read when he is 
ready . The textbboks and related offerings, 
selected to meet the range of ability found 
within every class, will tend to insure system-
atic instruction at every grade level. Supple-
mentary books will afford the pupil an op~ortunity 
to apply his reading skills in subject fields 
such as social studies and science. As the 
program unfolds, the practice book will be used 
to give each child the guidance and help he 
needs to perfect the fundamental habits and 
skills in functional situations. Greater 
attention will be given t o 11 readability. 11 
9. Elementary schools of the future will have 
a central library and a school librarian. 
The school librarian will be thoroughly 
trained in child study techniques. Books will 
be suggested for use in the library and in 
classrooms as children's interests and needs 
dictate. The librarian will encourage teachers 
and pupils in the use of library aids, reference 
books, catalogues, indexes, and bibliographies. 
She 'rill also keep teachers informed as to new 
books and to the availabil ity of visual and 
auditory materials of ,,arious kinds. 
10. Through the foregoing types of development 
we shall see the diffusion of a developmental 
philosophy throughout our schools . The spread 
of a developmental philosophy will bring a 
change in teacher-training institutes. Child 
development and adolescent grov~h will be 
stressed . Widespread opportunities for ex-
periences in observing children and in guiding 
their growth and behavior will be offered students-
in-training. 
11. Increased attention will be given to indivi-
dual differences. Throughout our schools there 
is a conspicuous lack of educational provision 
for bright and gifted children. 
12. The mental health of the prospective teacher 
~nll receive attention . Attention will be given 
to the characteristics of the effective teacher 
I 
II 
I 
I 
and efforts will be made to develop better 
teachers as well as improved conditions for 
teaching. 
The nature of the problem makes it necessary for all members of the 
staff--teachers, ad.rninistrati ve officers, supenrisory personnel, 
librarians, guidance personnel, clinical staff--to 'vork together to 
achieve comnon purposes according to Reading in the High School and 
1. 
College. Active cooperation on the part of all concerned provides the 
dyn&~cs for improved reading instruction. 
2. 
Language skill, in opinion of Betts, cannot be adequately controlled 
by the students tmtil every t eacher on the secondary level as sumes the 
responsibility for attending to reading, spelling, and oral and written 
communication. Language is a tool, not a subject. Instruction in these 
skills cannot be assigned successfully to any one school department or 
compartment. Certain language skills cannot be effectively practiced 
in isolation. The teacher of mathematics, social studies, science and 
other subjects must accept their responsibilities for providing ractice 
on the language skills necessary to their field. 
In terms of schcol 1:rork, reading i s a tool h;;v which the pupil is 
3. 
enabled to learn much that the school has to offer. ~'.LcKee feels that 
1. National Society for the Study of Education, Forty-Seventh Yearbook, 
Part II, 2£· Cit., p . 294. 
2. Betts, Emmett Albert, ~Prevention~ Correction of Reading 
Difficulties, 2£· Cit., p . 32. 
3. Z·icKee, Paul, The Teaching of Reading and Literature in the Elementar; 
School, QE• Cit., P• 37. 
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schools must attend to their progrruns of instruction in reading more 
adequately than they have in the past . The very fact that much of the 
pupil1 s difficulty in learning certain things can be traced to a lack 
of important reading abilities is ample evidence of a need for the 
thorough program of instruction in the right sort of reading. Schools 
can no longer wonder why pupils fall short of high accomplishment in 
the content fields when those pupils have not acquired important reading 
abilities. 
To fail to supply .instruction in the reading abilities essential to 
effective \·rork in the various school subjects is perhaps nothing short 
of educational suicide. 
Reading is a basic tool in the living of a good life , Bond and Bond 
l. 
state in Developmental Reading in High School. Those who can use it to 
learn from books, as well as being an1used by them, have access to the 
stars of knowledge. They can furni sh their minds so that the prospect 
of hours spent alone is less bleak. Nor in the hours they spend uith 
others, need they fear that hollow sound of empty conversation . 
2. 
It has become clear, states 11it.ty, that one of the great needs in 
education at the present tbne is the extension and coordination of 
programs of reading insti~ction. 
1. Bond, Guy L. and Bond, Eva, Develoomental Reading in High School, 
~~cmillan Company, New York, 1941, p. 5. 
2. \vitty, Paul, Reading in f'lodem Education, 2£• Cit., p. 173. 
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The modern high school should continue to offer guidance in reading 
and every teacher is, to some extent at least, a teacher of reading. 
Moreover, t eachers of every subject field should recognize the following 
reading problems as common to their needs of instruction: (1) vocabulary 
development; (2) concept building; (3) critical reading; (4) organizing 
information and facts; (5) selecting collateral reading and related 
source materials. 
If a child is to become an effective member of a democratic societv 
in this highly interrelated world, he must be an able and critical read:r. il 
The high school of today is endeavoring to develop, in addition to the 
accumulation of jntegrated f actual experiences, broad concepts, generali-
zations, and appreciations. Hence the student must be a more extensive 
and proficient reader than formerly was the case. 
Reading is important in -enabling youth to lead a rich and complete 
life. The fundamental duty of the English classroom, and every other 
l. 
classroom as well, according to Center and Persons, is to teach students 
to read, to give power to individuals to read whatever they may need to 
read in their courses of study and later in their businesses and 
professions; to develop, if possible, habits of reading which will lead 
to orofitable lifelong contact with books~ 
.. 
1. Center, Stella S. and Persons, Gladys L., Teaching High School 
Students to Read, QE., Cit., P• 3. 
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C. Experimental Studies in Reading 
l. 
Rudolf quotes a nrunber of experimental studies in ~nproving reading 
abill.ty and further substantiates these experiments with one of her own. 
She used a control and an experimental group in testing the effect of 
r eading instruction on achievement in eighth-grade social studies. 
2. 
She concludes that: 
1 . 
2 . 
1 . Statistically significant gains in social 
studies knowledge, study skills, and r eading 
comprehension were made by all classed in the 
experimental group. 
2. The mean score gains made by four of the 
experin1ental classes on the Cooperative Social 
Studies Test exceeded. those made by the com-
parable control classes by 5.95, 6.13, 14.3, 
and 13.3 score points respectively. 
3. The mean score achieved by the experimental 
classes on the City Term-End Examination was 
10.6 score points higher than that of the con-
trol group. 
4. On the Contemporary Affairs Test both ex-
perimental and control groups made gains in 
excess of expectancy. 
5. The mean score gains made by five of the 
experimental classes on the Iowa Every-Pupil 
Tests of Basic Skills exceeded those made by 
control classes by 2.60, 10.97, 17.73, 31.89, 
and 24.57 score points respectively. 
6. All of the experimental classes made marked 
gains in study skills whereas both control slow 
classes actually incured losses. 
Rudolf, 
Ibid., pp. 63-64. 
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7. The reading gains made by the experimental 
classes were not only retained but increased 
during the subsequent term. 
8 . The mean score reading gains made by the 
experimental classes exceeded those made by 
the comparable control classes by three, 
twenty-two (superior classes), six, seven 
(average classes), six, fifteen (slow classes) 
months respectively. 
l. 
Shuebruk as a result of her study found that at the end of 20 hours 
of remedial practice the experimental group raised its average from a 
6.2 grade level to 6.5--a gain of 3 months. The largest individual gain 
was 9 months. 
As a result of this study she lists the following as guide posts 
2. 
for those in the reading field: 
1. The student. should be taken where he is 
found and given instruction which w-lll meet 
his individual needs. 
2. Remedial methods used should enable the 
pupil to be successful from the start. 
3. The mental behavior of the pupil should be 
taken into consideration when giving remedial 
instruction. 
h. Remedial instruction is more effective when 
given individually. 
5. Remedial instruction should be given system-
atically. 
6. Remedial v10rk should continue until the pupil 
is able to progress at a normal rate. 
7. }~terials used in remedial work should be 
interesting and suited to the level of the pupil. 
1. Shuebruk, Eunice M., An Evaluat:i.on of the Effects of Specific 
Remedial Teaching on a Group of Seventh-Grade Slow Learners, 
Unpublished Boston University Ed. M. Service Paper, 1949, 
p. 32. 
2. Ibid., p. 31. 
8. Pupils ' interest can be stimulated so 
that there is no longer a need to urge them 
to do their best. 
9. A minimu.lil of three perJ.oas a seek, each 
consisting of from 20-25 minutes is an average 
time for remedial instruction for each pupil. 
10. Pupils make definite and rapid progress 
when given remedial instruction, particularly 
when the urge to improve is present in their 
mental behavior. 
An effective remedial program should be aimed at correcting weak-
nesses and should also be concerned with removing any factors that may 
1 . 
bear a causal relationship to the disability. 
2. 
No one mental age is a guarantee to reading success warns Smith. 
She sites the experjment of Thomas who examined 2,918 sixth- grade ·pupil s 
and found a close correspondence between those falling more than a year 
below their reading achievement median and expectancy in terms of mental 
age. Nevertheless, 13.4 percent were reading below expectancy in terms 
of mental age. Thomas drew the conclusion that whereas mental ability 
is the chief factor that determines reading achievement , others are 
involved, such as physical handicaps, illness, dominance pattern and 
poor instruction. 
3. 
Evidence obtained at the Reading Clinic of the University of Chicago 
supports the conclusions that: 
_1. Diagnostic reading examinations reveal that pupils 
at the academic level present problems in word rec-
ognition, oral reading, inadequate meaning vocabulary, 
1. Bond, Guy L. and Fay, Leo C., 11A Report of the University of Ninnesota 
Reading Clinic, n Journal of Educational Research, Vol.43, p. 386, 
(January 1950). --
2. Smith, Nila Banton, "Readiness for Reading, 11 Elementary English, Vol. 
27, p. 91-93 , (February 1950). 
Reading Clinics Staff, Clinical Studies in Reading f , University of 
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deficiencies in comprehension of \ihat was r ead, 
and slow and inflexible rates of r eading. 
2. The largest gains in re2.ding were made by 
pupils 1.vho scored below expectancy, while the 
least progress was made by pupils who were read-
ing almost as well as · could be expected . Therefore, 
clinical time is most profitably spent with pupils 
in whom there are discrepancies between mental 
age and reading achievement. 
In surveying current practices in remedial reading in secondary 
1. 
schools in 1947, Brink and Witty sent letters to 500 school systems 
having one or more secondary schools enrolling 700 or more students . 
One hundred eighty-three schools indicated that remedial r e&.ding classes 
has been organized; 109 cooperated by supplying the information requested . · 
The items considered \vere the objectives sought, the 'trays the needs of 
pupils are diagnosed, the materials and the methods of instruction 
employed, and the procedures used in evaluating the outcomes. This 
report sho\ved that considerable gains are being made i n organizing and 
developing remedial reading classes, but much more compr ehensive programs 
need to be undertaken and correlated vnth developmental reading programs. ' 
The extent to which remedial programs should be extended depends 
in their final analysis on their effectiveness. That they do secure 
2 . 
results is evidenced by a number of studies reported during the year. 
l. 1 . Brink, lvill iam G. and vlitty, Paul A., "Current Practices in Remedial 
II Reading in Secondary Schools," School" Reviei'l, Vol. LVII, 
I pp.260-6, (January 1949). I
II'! 2. Gray, ~'/illiam s ., 11 Sumr.aary of Reading Investigations, July 1 , 1948 to 
June 30, 1949, 11 Journal of Educational Hesearch, Vol. 43_, 
ji PP • 401-39, (Februarjr 1950). 
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Reports from reading clinics supply further evidence of the value 
I . 
of remedial instruction in reading. Redmount reported the r r:l sulte cf a 
corrective ;)rogram for 24 children who were experiencing re· ding difficult 
and who ranged in age f rom 8-18 and in school grades from II-XII . 
Personality development as well as r eading improvement was s ought . An 
analysis of the reading score changes at the end of a six-\'teek period 
showed that 4$ percent of t he pupils had made varying degrees of linprove-
ment whereas only 12 percent received reduced scores. 
Definite improvement resulted also from remedial instruction among 
some 300 pupils selected from the Laboratory School and the College of 
2. 
the University of Chicago . As a result of remedial instruction through-
out a semester, progress was made in a majority of the cases. ¥10st of 
the improvement was made by those for whom there had been a discrepancy 
behreen reading achievement and capacity. 
3. 
Gunzburg reported a series of studies carried on over a period of 
2± years in one of the largest special schools in England ~~ich aimed at 
improverrLent in reading of members of a class of high grade educationally 
sub-normal boys who were unsuccessful readers with respect to one or the 
other of the foll owing: accuracy, comprehension and speed . A comparison 
1. Redmount , Robert S. , "Description and Evaluation of a Corrective 
Program for Reading Disability, 11 Journal of Educational 
Psychology, Vol. XXXIX, pp . 347-58, (October 1948) . 
2. Reading Clinics Staff , Clinical Studies !£ Reading ! , QE. Cit., 
PP• y.iv ff. 
3. Gunzburg, Herbert C., "Experiments in the Improvement of Reading in 
a Group of Educationally Sub-normal Boys, " Journal of 
Hental Science, Vol. XCIV, pp. 809-33 , (October 1948). 
so 
of the test scores at t he beginning and end of the remedial instruction 
periods supplied convincing evidence that. it was pos :,d.ble to raise the 
efficiency of the reading of educationally sub-normal boys in all aspects 
within a comparatively short time. But even more important than these 
reading gains, in Gunzburg 1 s judgment are: 
••• the effects on the psychological make-up of the 
children, who will gain heightened self-confidence, 
a decrease in inferiority feelings and an increased 
feeling of security by the unexpected, and, for them, 
overwhelming success in their weakest subject. 
l. 
Big~J and rt1cLeary state three general points of vie,.,. regarding 
remedial rea.ding practice based upon agreement that individual pupils 
differ gre.:ltly in their native abilities and in their gro1'1th potentialities 
~ach sterns from the premise that special attention should be given to 
pupils who do not make satisfactory progress in reading within the frame-
work of the regular program of instruction . 
Their first grou~ assumes that special attention to the individual 
should be given only by the classroom teacher, linplying that every class-
room teacher should be sufficiently trained in diagnostic and remedial 
techinques so that s pecj.alized individual instruction can be had within 
the regular classroom. 
The second school vrould parcel out the pupils needing adjustment, 
putting thefll. in as eparate class taught b3r a specially trained teacher. 
Their third point of view recognizes the many values in keeping the 
ir:dividual pupil as much as possible with his re[:,"Ular class group, but 
1. Biggy, 1·1. Virginia and l1cLeary, Ralph D., nAn Effective Program of 
Re,rnedial Reading, 11 American School_ Board Journal, Vol. 120 
PP• Jl-2, (lvlarch 1950). 
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at the same time recognizes that in general the regular classroom teacher 
is not, and cannot be expected to be, qualified to give clinical assis-
tance to all pupils who need it. This point of view recomrnends that the 
pupil remain with his regular class group and participate in all or al~ost 
all of the activities of that group, but that he be taken from the class 
for short period from day to day for individual or very small group 
instruction. This instruction is provided on a clinical basis by 
remedial-reading specialists, according to need and for as long as the 
need exists. It is assumed that for instruction-in reading, the regular 
class group will be divided into small teaching groups on the basis of 
progress in reading. 
It has f ound to be true that no matter which of the three methods 
is employed, or whether a combination of the methods is used, in the 
majority of cases, properly designed individualized instruction, over a 
period ranging from a few weeks to a few months, makes it possible for a 
pupil to progress so that he can continue with his regular group without 
1. 
further aid. 
2. 
The major needs in reading, according to ~fuite, both from a social 
and from an individual standpoint, seem to be to raise the level of 
literary tastes, to increase the ability to read widely, and to develop 
1 . ~., p. 32. 
2. White, Robert, Jr., 11Nature and Variety of Reading l.fu.terials Needed 
in High School and Junior Colleges," The Appraisal of Current 
Practices in Reading, ~iilliam S. Gray, Ed., Annual Conference 
on Reading, No. 61, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, 
19l~5, p. 83 . 
s2 
the ability to read critlcally. The provision of large amounts of reading I 
materials will more nearly meet those needs than will a program using 
r estricted amounts of materials. 
Two methods, the textbook and the textbook plus supplementary 
materials, are the basic means of organizing materials for instruction • 
. 
The last affords the greatest opportunity for differentiation in materials 
and f or the provision of extensive materials, both of which are of key 
importance to the development of resding ability by secondary-school 
pupils. A book to be read i s one thing, but to read it >nth u..11derstanding 
1. 
and comprehension is another. 
It is the task of teachers to teach pupils how to read and to deri ve 
the utmost benefits from that which they read . Unless this is done, the 
f ollol'ring old Oxford motto will, indeed, be a reality in any r eading 
2 . 
program: 
He who reads and reads 
And does not knmv ·t·lhc.t he kno>1Ts 
Is like he who plows and pl ows 
And never so>'l'S . 
The best key to higher education, formal or b.formal, is the power to 
read with comprehension. 
1. HcClusl0J, F. Dean, 11Reading and the Tools of Conununicati on, 11 Claremont 
College Reading Conference, 12th Yearbook, Clar emont, 
Cali fornia, 1947, p . 20. 
2. Toid ., Yazar, A. H., 11Reading in a. Correctional Institution~ p. 134. 
3. Noyles, Edward s . ~ 11Reading and the Study of English, 11 English Journal, 
Vol . 39 (April 1950), pp . 191. 
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1. 
The Commission on the Engl ish Curriculum has set up ten desirable 
outcomes and experiences in the Language Arts which deal w~th the 
individual and emphasize the importance of reading as a means of ope~ing 
the door to knowledge . One in particular deals specifically with the 
r eading situation: 
5. Habitual and intelligent use of mass modes 
of communication. 
In regard to this, the communication says : 
••• Newspapers and magazines, radio and television, 
theatre and film, public forums and public speeches 
exert a powerful influence upon modern life. Young 
people growing up in the modern world should under-
stand the nature, power and control of these agencies. 
They should survey their offerings and be capable 
of choosing the good rather than the less good anmng 
them. They should develop the habit of using these 
media both for personal enjoyment and recreation 
and for keeping informed concerning personal and 
public problems of local, national, and world 
import. 
They should gain the necessary skills in read-
ing ••• f or using mass modes of con~unication 
adequately. 
The foregoing evidence establishes the importance of reading and 
the idea that reading ability can be improved by specific teaching. 
There is a need for ample teaching materials and this Workbook is an 
attempt at a partial meeting of this need by providing ~terial for two 
specific skills, main idea and supporting details. 
1. Co~nission on English Curriculwn, National Council of Teachers of 
English, Conununication Number ?, "Outline of Desirable Outcomes 
and Experiences in the Language Arts, u National Council of Teachers 
of English, Chicago, Illinois. 
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TEACHER 'S PREFACE 
Reading is a t ool which every pupil in the junior and senior high 
l. 
school must be able to use skillfully if he is to succeed in his work . 
It is a skill, and as such is susceptible t o training and improvement, 
the same as any other skill . In the training or improvement period it 
is necessary to begin \·there the pupil is . This 1forkbook, which is for 
seventh-graders, provides material for pupils whose reading abilities 
are on the fourth-fifth-or sixth-grade levels. 
The primary goal of all reading improvement programs, according to 
2. 
Blair, is to develop the power of comprehension on the part of the pupils 
f or this reason the ability to discover the main idea and supporting 
details are stressed in the Workbook. 
In addition to meeting the primary requirement, the material in this 
Workbook was written to meet the following five criteria: 
a . Simple vocabulary 
b . Short sentences which become progressively longer as the level 
of difficulty rises 
c. Informal but planned style 
d . Little unnecessary or irrelevant material 
e. Concrete rather than abstract ideas 
l. Blair, Glenn 1-iyers, Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching in the Secondary 
School, ¥~cmillan Company, New York, 1947, p.3 . 
2. Ibid., p . 109 . 
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Tvro word lists were consulted: The Thorndike ~vord List of 30,000 
l. 
\'lords, based on the words most frequently used in adult literature and 
2 . 
· the Durrell list, based on words most frequently found in basal readers 
in the grarrmar schools. 
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In trying to be certain that the material constructed would interest 
seventh-grade pupils interest studies and personal observation of seventh- ! 
3. 4. 5. 1 
graders by the author were used . Studies by Blair, Jordan, Lazar, and · 
6. 
Zeller were consulted. A composite of these studies was made and the 
top five. interests of seventh-graders became~ 
·I 
li 
1. 
2. 
a. Stories of anL~ls 
b. War and scouting (including adventure) 
c. Heroes ~I 
d. Native and foreign land 
e. Home and family life 
Thorndike, Edward I. and Lorge, Irving, Teacher's Workbook of 30 , 000 
Words , Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 1944 
Durrell, Donald D., Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities, QE. Cit., 11 
pp . 359-388. I: 
Blair, Glenn 1-iyers, Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching in the Secondary 
School, Q£. Cit., p. 182. 
Jordan, Arthur Melville; Children' s Interests in Reading, University 
of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, 1926, pp. 27-8. 
5. Lazar, 1-Iay, Reading Interests, Activities ~Opportunities of Bright, 1 
Average, and Dull Children, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, Bureau of Publications, No. 707, New York, 1937. 
6. Zeller, Dale, The Relative Importance of Factors of Interest in 
Reading l4aterials for Junior High School Pupils, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, Bureau of Publications, No . 
Ne\'1 York, 1941. 
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The material is not meant to stimulate profound thought. It is to be 
read and enjoyed in the hope that it will aid in developing favorable 
attitudes toward reading by assisting pupils who need help in discovering 
main ideas and supporting details. 
1 . 
The writer has· attempted to follow the advice of Flesch: 
Think clearly, write clearly, and be interesting. 
1 . Flesch, Rudolph, i'larks of Readable Style, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, Bureau .of Publications, No. 897, New York, 1943, 
P• 3. 
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PUPIL'S PREFACE 
Do you want to read better than you now can? School work can be 
' much more interesting and you can get more out of it if ybu read well. 
This Workbook is designed to help you read better. wny not use it? 
Every time you read a paragraph, or a series of paragraphs you 
discover many-things that you may or may not have known before. You 
can't possibly remember all the things you read. If you can learn to 
pick out the main idea from the paragraph or paragraphs you read, then 
this, plus the supporting details, is all you vdll have to remember. 
This Workbook has three parts. Each part has several sections with 
directions for you to follow and a sample for you to stuqy. Uork through 
each section in order. Check your answers with the anmver k~s to see 
how and why you may have made mistakes . See if you can learn to pick 
out the main idea and the supporting details of each exercise. If you 
are able to do this you will have mastered a useful tool which you can 
use, not only in school work, but in any reading where you want to 
remember facts. 
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Section A 
PART I 
EXERCISES OF FOURTH-GRADE DIFFICULTY 
AND 
SEVENTH-GRADE IN'IEREST 
PART I 
Section A of Part I in your Workbook consists of six paragraphs 
called cause-and-effect paragraphs. rlhen you have finished reading them, 
you should be able to tell what happened to cause each result. In this 
li 
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PART I 
Section A 
Section A of Part I in your Workbook consists of six paragraphs 
called cause-and-effect paragraphs. vlhen you have finished reading them, 
you should be able to tell what happened to cause each result . In this 
section, read each paragraph and then look at the four headlines under it. 
Pick out the headline that best tells what the paragraph is about. If 
you know the cause and the effect, you should be able to select the best 
headline . 
Study the example and ask any questions that you do not understand . 
~then you select your ovm headlines, put your answer on the right answer 
sheet. Do not write in your Workbook. Write the letter of the answer 
next to the number of the problem; for example, if "a" is the answer to 
Exercise 1 your answer sheet would read: 1-a. 
Check your answers when you finish Section A. If you made any mis-
takes, go back and recheck your work . If you still do not find your 
mistake ask your teacher for help. 
Example: 
1 . vlhen the temperature goes below 32 degrees , water freezes; yet 
boats are able to nL~ all year. This is because we have special boats, 
called ice-breakers, to keep the water from freezing. 
Ice-breakers are built for very dangerous work . They drive into 
ice packs and break them into small pieces. If they cannot break them, 
they slide up on top of the ice packs and crush them ~dth their weight. 
Ice-breakers are covered with heavy steel plates to keep the ice from 
crushing the ship. 
39 
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Headlines: 
a. Water Freezes 
b. Ice-breakers Dangerous 
c. Ice Helts 
d. Ice-br eakers Fight Ice 
.Answer: 1-<i 
2. In 1886 the Statue of Liberty was presented to America by France. 
It was given as a sign of friendship between the two countries. The 
Statue of Liberty was placed on an island at the entrance to New York 
Harbor. To immigrants, visitors, and Nnericans t he Statue of Liberty 
represents the friendliness of the United States. 
Headlines: 
a. Statue on Island 
b. Statue of Liberty Represents France 
c. Statue of Liberty Represents Friendliness 
d. New York Harbor i'lelcome 
3. Do you live in a holiday town? Some people do. Holiday towns 
have names that make people think of Christmas. There is a Santa Claus, 
Indiana; Christmas, Florida) and Christmas, Michigan. There are more 
Christmas towns such as Bethlehem, ~~ryland and Bethlehem, Pennyslvania. 
These are small towns but at Christmas time they are very busy. 1'-fa.ny 
people send their letters and packages to be mailed from these holiday 
towns so they will have Christmas postmarks as well as Christmas joy. 
Headlines: 
a.. Small Towns c. Christmas 
b. Holiday.Towns d. Postmarks 
II 
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4. The first .American scouts >'lere the men who explored the West. 
They made the first tra ' ls, built forts, and led other people into their 
new land. Daniel Carter Beard organized the fir st scout club for boys . 
They were called, 11 The .;Sons of Daniel Boone ." In 1910, 11 The Sons of 
Daniel Boone" combined 1rlith Ernest Thompson Seton'. s club, " ~'loodcraft 
Indians." Together they became the Boy Scouts of America:~ Since then 
five ·million boys have become Scouts . They have learned how to become 
good "Vroodsmen, campers, citizens and friends . 
Headlines : 
a. Daniel Ga1~er Beard c . Good Citizens 
b. "~Voodcraft Indians" d . Boy Scouts of America 
5. 'vould you like to have your head carved on a mountain? George 
\fashington 1 s head is. Hount Rushmore in South Dakota has the heads of 
four presidents carved on it . They were car ved by 1-'Ir . Gustav Borglum, 
who wants all Americans to remember the great work that these men did for 
our country . I n gold letters beneath the head of each president is 
written the storJ of his life. The letters are so large they can be seen 
three miles away. Perhaps the people who live in America a thousand 
years from now will see Hr . Borglum' s carvings and remember all the 
things that these men did for America. 
Headlines: 
a . George w-ashington ' s Head c . Carvings on £-'It • Rushmore 
b . Gold Lettering d. Gold Letters Tel l Lif e 
--·---- -·--·,========-=-==-=--=--=-=-=====--=--=--=-==ii=lr==-== 
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6. Do you know how Francis Scott Key came to write our national 
anthem? In 1814 a British fleet was outside Baltimore, I'ia.ryland. Two 
Araericans went aboard one of these British ships. One of these men was 
Francis Scott Key. He asked the Admiral to set one of the prisoners 
free. The Admiral said he would do this at another time, but he told 
his visitors that they must stay on the English ship until a mission 
was finished . That night the British fleet attacked Fort McHenry in 
Baltimore harbor . The Americans on the British ship wondered if the fort 
would surrender. In the morning the American flag, with one of its 
thirteen stars missing, \vas still flying. Francis Scott Key vJrote a 
poem about this famous flag. Later music was written for the poem. 
In 1931, this song, 11The Star Spangled Banner," became our national 
anthem. 
Headlines: 
a. Our National Anthem c. British Fleet 
b. Fort McHenry d. American Flag 
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Section B 
Key--Section A-~Part I 
1-d 
2-c 
.3-b 
4-d 
5-c 
6-a 
How well did .you do? Did you select the right headlines? Besides 
picking out a · headline in the paragraph you were also pickj.ng out the 
main i.dea of the paragraph. Each paragraph has one big idea in it. It 
may also have nwmy little ideas. ~Vhen you picked out the headline' you 
picked out the one that told what the whole paragraph was about; therefore 
you picked out the main idea of the paragraph. If you picked out a wrong 
headline you picked out one of the smaller details of the paragraph. 
Do you feel pretty sure now that you can pick out the main idea in a 
paragraph? If you do, you are ready to go on to a harder job. Just to be 
sure, here are three review paragraphs. The answers are at the end of 
page If you get all three right, you are ready to go on further. If 
you don't get them, you better review Section A before you go on. 
1. Sometimes the t hings we think are new aren't nelv at all. Let • s 
take toys as an example. Yo-Yos are new to us, but long ago the people 
of Greece had such a toy on a string. The children of the first settlers 
of our country used to play with dolls. Bicycles were ridden by people 
over one hundred years ago. Can you think of any other toys that your 
I' 
I 4 3 
grandmother or great-grandmother played with and copies of which you 
still use? 
Headlines: 
a. Bicycles c. New Things :tviay Not Be Ne\v 
b. Yo-Yos d. Pioneers had Dolls 
2· Careless people may cost other people their lives and homes . 
Let's suppose you are riding along a road and sto.p for a pi cnic beside 
some pine trees. Are you sure your fire is out when you leave? Did 
I 
II 
I 
you leave any broken bottles around on which someone might cut themselves? ! 
Did yoUl· father, mother, big brother or sister drop a lighted n~tch? 
Firemen are still fighting the costly enemy--a careless person. Are you 
careless in the woods? 
Headlines: 
a. Careless People c. Firemen Fight Fires 
b. Pine Trees d. Picnic In The Woods 
3. Dogs are usually thought of as pets around a house. Some dogs, 
however, spend most of their lives rescuing unfortunate or injured 
travelers . In the Alps in Switzerland, St. Bernard dogs spend a great 
deal of time looking for people who have been hurt or who have become 
exhausted and fallen asleep in the snow. They carr,r a little barr el 
around their necks, which has in it food and drink f or anyone they may 
find. l'I!B.ny people have been rescued from death in the Alps by a 
St . Bernard. 
Headlines: 
a. Dogs c. Pets 
b . The Alps d. Rescue Dogs 
I 
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Key--Part I--Review Exercises--Section B 
1-c 
2-a 
3-d 
Section C 
In Section C of Part I of your Workbook you will be thinking about 
the smaller ideas or details in a paragraph. In Section A and B you 
read paragraphs and chose a headline or main idea for each one. In this 
section you will read the paragraph and t hen read the four ideas that are 
stated below the paragraph. Three of these ideas will be details or 
s!I'.aller ideas ; one will be the main or big idea of the paragraph. Decide 
which three ideas are details and which idea is the main idea. On your 
answer sheet,write the letter of the main idea beside the number of the 
problem. There are seven paragraphs in Section C. If you get them all 
right, you will have learned which idea is the most important in a 
paragraph and rihi ch ideas are small ideas or details. In other words , 
you >~11 have mastered one of the first and most important steps in reading 
comprehension : grasping the main and subordinate ideas. When you have 
finished all the paragraphs, check your answers with the key. Before 
you begin study the sample and ask questions about anything you do not 
understand. 
Example: 
1. Thomas A. Edison was one of our greatest inventors. He found 
many wonderful t hings. He shm.,ed us how to send four messages over the 
same telegraph •iire, instead of one. He made the telephone better. 
Edison is best remembered for his invention of the electric light bulb. 
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iithout him, we would not have many of the things we consider "necessities' 
today. 
Which is the main idea? 
a . Edison made the telephone better. 
b. Edison gave us many of the "necessities" of life. 
c. Edison improved the telegraph. 
d. Edison was one of our greatest inventors. 
Ivlain Idea: d 
2. Holland is a country of windmills, nearly every farmer has one . 
1-lindmills are tall buildings with arms, like wi.de spokes of a wheel, 
near the top . The wind blowing moves these broad arms . \1hen this 
happens, the machinery inside the windmill turns. The Dutch people use 
windmills for grinding corn and other grains, and for pumping water 
into and out of their fields. 
vfuich is the rnain idea? 
a. The wind operates the vdndmill 
b. Windmills in Holland 
c. Windmills grind corn and pump water 
d. Nearly every f armer has a windmill 
3. In vlashington, D. C., the capitol of the United States, stands 
a monument to Lincoln. This building which took ten years to construct, 
is made of white marble. There are thirty-six columns arottnd the outside 
of the monument representing the thirty-six states of the United States 
I 
when Lincoln was president. In the inner room there is a statue of li 
Lincoln sitting in a marble chair. Millions of people visit this memoria~.~ 
every year. -+==== 
Vfuich is the main idea? 
.a. Thirty-six columns 
b. Montunent took ten years to build 
c. The Lincoln Memorial is made of marble 
d. A monument to Lincoln 
4. The North Pole isn't really a pole at all. It i s a place at 
the top of the earth where you can no longer go north. The North Pole 
was discovered in April 1909 by Rear Admiral Robert E. Perry, who had 
tried to reach it many times before. When he finally succeeded he had 
two Esk~nos with him. Before he left the North Pole, the Eskin~s put 
up a high tower in his honor. 
·Which is the main idea? 
a. Two Eskimos were with Perry 1.ffien he discovered the North Pole 
b. A high tower was put up in honor of Perry 
c. Rear Admiral Perr,y discovered the North Pole 
d. The North Pole isn ' t a pole at all 
5. Every year the ragman collects worn out material from the 
people in your neighborhood. All the material he collects he sells 
to a paper factoFJ. Inside the facto~J men put all these rags into 
a machine where they are torn to shreads. Then they are boiled for a 
long time in a mixture containing acid. After boiling, a p~p-like 
mass is left which is spread out on a sheet or wire mesh. Rollers then 
press all the l'llater out of the pulp. What is left we call paper. 
Which is the main idea? 
a. How rags are made into paper 
b. The pulp-like mass is spread out over a sheet 
c. Rollers press all the water out of the pulp . 
d . The rags are sold to a factory 
6. Some small towns have air-n~il service, yet no airplane ever 
lands near them. Lett s take a ride with the t>io people \iho deliver and 
pick up mail in these to~ms and seew.hat happens. One man is the pilot, 
the other the pick-up man. As we come toward a town, the pick-up man 
t±es a r ope onto that town ' s bag of mail. He drops it from the bottom 
of the plane onto the landing field. Then from inside the plane he gets 
a qig hook on a long metal handle . With this he catches the bag of 
outgoing mail, which is hung on a rope between two tall poles. The bag 
of mail is swung into the plane and the pilot and pick-up man are off to 
the next town in their rural air-mail service. 
Which is the main idea? 
a. The pilot and pick-up man deliver airmail 
b. No airplane ever lands near the small towns 
c. The outgoing mail is hung on a rope between two poles 
d. Rural air-mail service 
.. 
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Section D 
Key--Part I--Section C 
2-b 
3-d 
4-c 
5-a 
6-d 
Did you get the seven exercises in Part III right? If not, do you 
see your mistakes now? Before going on to the next section, which is 
harder than the last ones, l et's be sure we know what we learned in 
Section C. 
In the . first part of Section D are three exercises f or quick review. 
Read the paragraphs and then look at the ideas listed below them. From 
the four ideas, select the main one. Three of these ideas will be 
supporting details, one will be the big idea of the paragraph. Put the 
letter of the main idea beside the number of the problem on your answer 
sheet. When you have finished, check your answers with the key . If you 
get all three right, you are ready to go on . If you make any mistakes, 
go back to Section C and review before going on. 
1. Did you know that we use sea animals to help us do certain kinds 
of work? One of these animals we use both inside and outside the house. 
This animal is the sponge. The sponge grows at the bottom of the ocean. 
Divers go down for them from boats . The sponges are cut from rocks and 
then brought to land and dried out . tihen they are completely dr,y, only 
the skeleton is left. This soft tough skeleton is what we use in doing 
dishes and in washing cars. 
II 
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}'lain idea is: 
a. Sponges live at the bottom of the ocean . 
b. \'ie use the soft tough skeleton of the sponge 
c. Sea animals help us to do some kinds of l'ror}< 
d. Sponges are cut from rocks 
2 . Pearls are found at the bottom of the ocean inside oyster shells. 
Because it is so difficult to reach them and because they are rare, they 
are very expensive . In order to gather these jewels men with baskets 
tied around their h-aist must dive to the bottom of the sea from fishing 
boats . In one hand they hold a long rope on which there is a heavy 
stone to keep them on the bottom of the ocean . 1ihen the divers have 
filled their baskets full of oysters, they jerk the rope. hlen in the 
fishing boat have the other end of the rope. ~Jhen they feel the rope 
jerk they pull the divers and the baskets of oysters to the top. The 
best pearls are fourtd in oysters that live in v1arm water. 
N:ain idea is: 
a. Gat hering pearls 
b . The best pearls are in warm \<Tater oysters 
c. Divers go down from fishing boats 
d . The divers hold a long rope in their hands 
3. We usually take the shingles on our house for granted. Do you 
know where they come from? Host of t he shingles come from cedar trees . 
These trees grow on the s i des of mountains . The lumbermen try to find 
the cedar trees that are close to mountain streams so that they can 
float the logs to the shingle mill. 
The tree is cut into logs four feet long. These four-foot pieces 
of the cedar tree are cut again into smaller V-shaped 'pieces, only they 
have a round top . The logs are then either floated or carried, by machine 
to a shingle mill • . There they are sliced flat by machinery. From here 
they are processed and finally end up on the top of a house. 
1'1ain idea is : 
a . Shingles are sliced flat by n~chinery 
b . Cedar trees are cut into four-foot pieces 
c. Cedar trees grow on the sides of motmtains 
d. Roof shingles are ~de from cedar trees 
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Key--Part I--Review--Section D 
1- c 
2-a. 
3-d 
Section E 
In Section E of Part I you will a~swer one question about each 
paragra h. There are five paragraphs in all . These paragraphs develop 
the main idea by using con1parison and contrast . 
In each of the five, comparison-and-contrast paragraphs, tv1o ideas 
are either compared or contrasted; that i s , they are either sho1~ to 
be alike or different . Read the paragraphs and decide what tvro things 
are being compared or contrasted. Write these two ideas in the sp~ce 
provided on your answer sheet . Study the example first . Ask your 
teacher any ~uestions that you cannot find the answer to yourself . 
After you have finished all the paragraphs, check your answers with the 
key. 
Example; 
1. Blind people cannot read the same books you read . Their books 
are printed in a special way. This system of printing is called Braille . 
Braille is a syst em of printing by raised dots . Blind people read 
with their hands instead of their eyes . They run their finger tips over 
the raised dots . The arr angement of each section of dots means somethi ng 1 
to them. Louis Braille invented the reading alphabet of dots that was II 
named for him. 
'I 
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Ideas compared and contrasted: 
The way we read and the v•ay blind people read 
2. Today we generally tell time by looking at a clock. Some people 
can tell time by looking to see how high the sun is in the sky. }funy 
years ago there were no clocks and people knew what time is \'las by 
watching a sundial, by seeing how long i t t ook water to drip from a pan 
with a hole in it to another pan below it, or by watching a candle burn. 
Other people told tinw by seeing how long is took send to drip through 
an opening. These ways of tell ing time were not as accurate as our 
clocks; but they were better than a guess . 
Ideas compared or contrasted:' 
3. tihen basketball was first played the goal was a circle in the 
middle of the floor. Today it is a hoop atta.ched to a backboard at 
both ends of the court. At first there were forty players on one 
basketball team; today we have five players on a boys ' team and six 
I 
1. players on a girls 1 team. 
' 
Originally basketball was a rough sport. 
Today it is carefully planned and pra~ticed. 
Ideas compared or contrasted: 
4. Isn ' t it easy when we want to fill a fountain pen just to unscrew 
the bottle cap and have our ink ready? If you were a Japanese child you 
would have to make your own ink. First you would take your ink stone 
I out of your desk. It is small, flat and square. Next you l~uld put a few 
II ·drops of water on the stone. 
,, 
Then you would take your dry ink, in the 
shape of a block, out of your desk. Water must be mixed with it before 
I 
\i you can write. Rub the block of dry ink on the water in the ink stone . 
-· -
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1 Japanese ink. Instead of a pen the Japanese children use a brush to 
w"ri te \rl th it • 
Ideas compared or contrasted: 
5. Your Christmas is most probably made up of a Christmas tree, 
dinner and the presents you give and receive. "What about the birds 
-that stay in the north all winter? All they get for Christmas is cold 
weather and a hard job finding food in th~ frozen ground . 
. .... 
After Christmas is over don 1 t throw away your tree. Put it outside 
your house and tie bags of crumbs, pieces of suet, apples and cranberries 
on it. In a few minutes many birds will fly to it and enj oy their late 
Christmas dinner. 
Ideas compared or contrasted: 
I 
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Section F 
Key--Part ! --Section E 
2. The di fference between telling time now and many 
years ago 
3. Basketbal l as it l'la.S first pl ayed and as it is now 
played 
4. The diff erence between our ink and Japanese ink . 
5. Our Christmas and the Christmas of the birds that 
stay in the North all winter 
Section F is made up of just one exercise; it i s a try-out exercise. 
You will see more of this kind of exercise in the next two sections of 
your Workbook. It is a time- sequence paragraph; t he events are listed 
according to the time they happened . In this exercise you are to read 
the paragraph and then list the events that happen . There are four 
paragraphs; therefore you should have four ideas listed . There will 
be no sample. This exercise is just a try out. See how well you can 
do . After you have listed your f our items, one for each paragraph, 
check with the key to see how wel l you did. 
1 . The turkey is an Ameri can bird. Christ opher Col umbus found it 
here when he came in 1492. He took a f ew tur keys back to Spain with him 
as a gift to the king and queen . The Spanish people called them "Indian 
Fowl" because they thought that Columbus had been to India . 
From Spain the turkeys wer e taken to England. Here they were 
called 11 Turkey-bird11 because the ship they came on belonged to the 
country of Turkey. 
Later the English people brought them to America. Imagine their 
surprise at seeing many turkeys already here. 
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11 The early Colonists had turkey at their first Thanksgiving feast 
I and ever since then most Americans have had the Amorican bird for 
Thanksgiving dinner . 
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a. Christopher Columbus found turkeys in America in 1492 
and took some back with hlia to Spain. 
b. Next the turkeys went to England where they were 
called 11Turkey-bird. 11 
c. The English people brought the turkeys to America . 
d. The Colonists had turkey at their first Thanksgiving, 
and most Americans still have turkey at Thanksgiving . 
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PART ll 
EXERCISES OF FIFm-GRADE DIFFICULTY 
AND 
SEVENTH -GRADE INTEREST 
PART II 
To the Student : 
In any story you read there is ahvays one big or main idea. If you 
read a story and then wrote one sentence telling IIThat the story vms a bout 
you would have va-itten the main idea in the story . The main idea of a 
chapter in a book may be given in the title of the chapter; the rnain 
idea of a story in the newspaper is in the he--dline . 
Everyone should know 1r1hat the main idea is of what he i s reading . 
A erson cannot remember everything he reads ; therefore it is important 
to be able to pick out the main idea and remember that one idea. Look 
at the tiffie and energy you can save yourself just by l earning thi s one 
sim le device. 
Suppose that the next eic;ht stories are going to appear in your 
local ne1-·rspaper . The stories are all 1'lritten, but they all need headlines . 
You are t o choose the best headlines for each stor • First read the st ory I 
carefully and then look at the headlines that are given right below it . 
Next decide which of the headlines best tells what the story is about. 
Be sure it tells the 1-lfhole story and not just part of it . Then on your 
I 
answer sheet, beside the number of the story, put the letter of the head-
line that you choose . Do not ·urite in your Workbook . 
'/hen you haYe finished choosing the right hec.dl.ine for each of the 
eight stories in this section, check your answers "lith the answer sheet . 
If you d i d not choose the right headline every tliae, check to find where 
you made your mistakes. The first storJ is done for you as a sample. 
~~ Read it and _§ee i f_yQu would choose the same headline. 
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Series A 
Sarnple: 
1 . There are three main types of airplanes, land planes, sea planes 
and runphibian planes. They are all alike in that a pilot is able to fly 
them. The chief difference among them i.s in the place from which the 
take off and land. Land planes can take off and land onl~ on solid 
ground. Sea planes can take off and land only on '..rater. &'llphibian 
planes take off from and land on either solid ground or water. 
Choose the best headline: 
a . Land planes take off and land on solid ground 
b. Difference bet·w-een types of planes 
c. Land, Sea, and Amphibian planes, alike and different 
d. Sea and ~nphibian planes land on water 
The best headline is .£• This is because the paragraph tells about three 
kinds of planes, how they are a like and how they are different . 
2. Beavers are like human beings in many ways. Unlike us, ho\'rever, 
they build their houses in a stream. They build them of mud, sticks 
and stone . Each year more materi als are added to the houses , so that in 
a few years they have very thick v•alls. The doors to their homes are 
under water, even though the top of their house is usually above water. 
Beavers, like people, bui ld theil:- houses close together . Like ours also, 
each house had its own entrance . No beaver \~ts to have a door from his 
house into his neighbor's house. 
,• 
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Choose the best headline : 
a . Stream Homes 
b. Humans and Beavers Similar 
c. Homes Close 
d. Hud, S~icks and Stone 
3. There are two reasons why people fish . The first i s for fun . 
People who fish for fun throw the fish back into the water after removing 
it from the hook. Other people keep the fish for food; they may be 
fi shing for their o~m supper, or in order to sell their catch to cus-
tomers. They may like to fish, but they are more interested in using 
their catch as food or as money. Among the kinds of f ish used for food 
are trout, pi ke , bass, salmon, hal ibut, pickerel, cod and flounder. 
Choose the best headline : 
a . Peopl e Fish for Two Reasons 
b. Fish for Your Supper 
c. Trout, Pike, Bass and Salmon Used f or Food 
d. Fish for Fun 
4. Have you ever seen a dachshund? Sometimes this kind of dog is 
called a 11hot dog" because he is long and thin . His body is sausage-
shaped and nea.r the ground . His legs are short . Usually a dachshund 
is coal black with a brown or white throat . He has a f ierce bark for 
such a little dog. His front legs are full of joints and you can hurt 
him i f you pick him up by his legs ; so pick him up as you would a cat . 
The dachshund is a friendly dog and a good playfellow in spite of his 
fierce bark a~d small bony legs. 
I 
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Choose the best headline: 
a. Dachshund Called "Hot Dogs 11 
b. Dachshunds and Kittens Are Alike 
c. Sausage-shaped Dog 
d. Dachshund Good Play fellow 
5. ·tfuen you think of men working usually you think of their doing 
something above sea level. Some men, however, work under the water . 
They are called divers. They wear special clothing which keeps the 
water out and brings then.1 air from the ship from which they were 
lowered. This clothing is padded vlith !)lates of lead so that when the 
divers are all dressed they weigh 150 pounds more than usual. The 
only part of them that is not covered by the suit is their hands. This 
way divers are free to fix disabled ships or to search for things along . 
I the bottom of the ocean . 
I 
i 
Choose the best headline: 
a. Divers Fix Disabled Ships 
I 
b. Divers' Clothes Lead Padded 
c. Swimming in Regular Clothes 
d. Diver's ~vork and Clothing 
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Section B 
In the next six exercises you will still be choosing the best 
headline for each story. These stories are a little different from 
the ones ybu have just finished as they have one' qig general idea stated 
and then this idea is e:x-plained by an example. In choosing the headline 
out of the four possibilities that are given, you must be ca.reful to 
select the headline that includes the general idea, not pick the one 
that is about the particular exrunple . Study the sample that is given 
you and ask any questions the answers to which you cannot find yourself . 
'Then write the letter of the headline that you choose beside the number 
of the exercise on ~rou r answer sheet . 
Sample: 
1. Airplanes are used in many different vTays . People travel in 
t . em. Hail goes faster by plane than by any other means. The men who 
fight forest fires use airplanes both to find the fires and to direct 
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the ground cre\•rs to them. Airplanes are used to explore strange countries l 
In t:L11e of war airplanes are one of our chief weapons. 
Choose the best headline: I 
II 
Different Uses of Airplanes/ a. . Air Hail Faster c. 
b. Planes Explore Strange Countries d. Airplanes Chief Weapon /, 
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Ans>ver: 
C is the correct headline. This headline·, tells about the 1ihole 
paragraph--the many uses of airplanes. The other headlines are smaller 
details or ex~~ples of the one general idea . 
2. Some flm·rers appear in new locations each spring. These flovrers, 
l; ke all the rest, grow from tiny seeds. The wind carries the seeds 
that are inside the flower to ne-v; places. Dandelions are one of the 
flowers that appear in ne~r places each spring . In July the dandelion is 
a while fluffy ball. The wind blm..rs this ball apart and the seeds, 
l'>~hich are inside, fly out. Some of the seeds travel a long distance 
with the >vind before falling to the ground. !IJhenever the seeds fall, 
golden-haired dandelions appear the next spring. 
Choose the best headline: 
a. Dandelions Travel With Wind 
b. Flowers Travel 
c. July Dandelion Fluffy Ball 
d . Dandelions Travel 
3. Some states are famous for their chief product. Wisconsin is 
famous f or cheese . Florida and California are noted for oranges and 
other citrus fruits. Vermont is known for maple syrup and maple sugar . 
Boston baked beans are knovm the world over as being from rr.assachusetts. 
haine and Idaho are potato states. Do you know >ihat ~rour state and 
neighboring states are noted for? 
Choose the best headline: 
a. Citrus Fruits From Florida c. Potatoes From l•Iaine 
b. Boston Baked Beans Known ~iorld Over d . Famous Chief Products 
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4. Clothing is made from many different materials. Shirts and 
dresses are made from cotton, wool, silk and rayon. Leather, wood , 
paper and rubber are used L~ making shoes. Buttons can be made from 
pearls. Buckles are made from metal or leather. Straw, fur , and 
feathers are used in making hats. vl'nat other materials are used in 
making clothing? 
Choose the best headline: 
a . Clothing Hade from Different Naterials 
b. Buckles of Metal and Leather 
c . I-later ials in Shoe-V.ta.king 
d . Dresses and Shirts from Cotton 
5. Some anlinals sleep all winter. Although they have warm coats, 
they do not like cold weather •. \ihen an anDnal sleeps through the winter 
1ve say he hibernates. Bears are one of the animals that hibernate. As 
soon as winter comes they find a sheltered place and go to sleep. ~lhen 
spring and the \'larm weather come the bears wake up. Bears live in the 
forest until the next wlnter, when they again go to sleep until spring. 
Hhat other animals do you know that hibernate in the winter? 
Choose the best headl ine: 
a. Bears Hibernate 
b. Bears--Asleep and Al'fake 
c. viarm Coat s, Cold ~leather 
d. Animals Hibernate 
6. Cities and tm-ms are built on many materials: rock, ledge, dirt, 
fill and solid ground. A city can also be built on 1nud. 
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Rotterdam: in the Netherlands is built on mud. , To keep the houses 
from shal{ing when a truck passes they are built on ends of logs driven 
into the ground under the foundations. \•1ould you like to live in such 
a shalcy city? 
Choose the best headline : 
a. Rotterdam Built on 1\.fud 
b . Rotterdam in the Netherlands 
c. City Building I•la.terials 
d . Houses on the Ends of Logs 
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Section C 
In this group of five exercises you are asked to show that you know 
the difference betvleen the main idea and the subordinate or lesser 
details. First read the paragraph carefully and decide what you think 
is the main idea. Then look at the four topics directly below the sto~J. 
These will be details or lesser ideas, one will be the main idea. The 
main idea should not be listed vd th the lesser details. It is your job 
to find the main idea from among these details and put the letter of the 
main idea beside the number of the problem on your answer sheet. Study 
the sample. If you have a~· questions ask your teacher to help you answer 
them before you start answering the problems . 
Sample: 
1. Farmers are important people. In the spring they plow their 
land and plant crops . In the swruner a~d autumn they harvest the crops 
so' that the people of the country may eat fresh vegetables. They mow 
hay and store it in silos in order t o keep the cows supplying us with 
milk all ~linter. Without the f armer we would have little to eat or 
d::-ink. 
The main idea is: 
a . In the spring the farmer plows and plants crops 
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b . Farme~s are important people 
c. Cro s are harvested in the summer and autumn 
d . Hay is stored in silos so that the C0\'15 vlill supply milk all 
winter 
2 . Our country• s f,lag has a message . f'lany years ago General George 
Washington was asked to have a flag made that the soldiers of t he new 
republic could carry. He drew a picture of a flag with seven red stripes, I 
six -vrhi te stripes, and t_ irteen vlhi t .e stars on a blue sky . This f lag 
I 
represented the thirteen states then in the Union . Betsy Ross r1ade the I 
drawing into a flag. The red says , 11 Be brave . 11 The white says, 11 Be pure. 1 
lj The blue says , 11 Be true . " Today \ve still have the same flag and the same ,I 
message, except that we have forty-eight stars instead of thirteen, as 11 
one star has been added for each state that has j oined the Union ·since 
our flag 1vas adopted. 
a . General George i"lashington \'las a slced to have a flag made. 
b . Betsy iloss made the flag from a dra•ving \·rhich ~iashington made . 
c. The flag has a message in its colors . 
d . Today we have forty-eight stars instead of t hirteen . 
3. ~~y peopl e think that coffee is the only prod1ct of Brazil . To 
be sure,it i s an important product, but Brazil also has other important 
products . Cotton grows well in its warm climate , as it does in the 
southern art of our o>m country. Cattle and sheep are important . In 
the forests are fo1md nuts, vegetable .. oils, ca.ranauba ax, used in n1aking 
candles and soap , and rubber . Oil gold, diamonds and maganese ore are 
among Brazil 1 s inportant minerals . 
- 8 
The main idea is : 
· a . Cot ton grows well in Brazil 1 s warm climate 
b . Cattle and s heep are i mportant 
c . Vegetable oils, caranauba vvax and rubber are in the f orests 
d . Important products cf Brazil 
4 . India, although it is called a "backward" country, has manJr 
important products . Hue of the cotton raised in India i s shipped to 
England to be manufactured into cloth. India supplies much of the 
uorld wi th j ute, which is used to make burlap bags. Large amounts of 
wheat, barl ey and millet are produced by hand-fc:.rming methods. Sugar, 
tea and rice are also raised. The natives eat more rice than any other 
f ood . 
The main idea is : 
a . India ' s cotton i s shipped to England and made into cloth . 
b . i'Jheat, bar ley and millet are ra.i sed b;y hand-farming methods . 
II 
c . India, although a 11 backward 11 cm.mtry, has many important r~roducts . 
d . The natives eat rr~re rice than any other food . 
5. Sailors are afraid of one thing, icebergs . In the spring pi eces 
of ice break away f rom l ar ger frozen strips. They drift into the shipping. 
l anes , and can disable boats if t hey hit t hem. Each year our government 
sends out sn~ll Coast Guar d boats to look f or icebergs . 
Icebergs are usually surrounded by fog . Only one- eighth (l/8) of 
them show a~~ve water ; the rest is below water level . \ihen the Coast 
Guar~ boat finds a floating ice shi p i t radios t o all the ships in the 
area . Boats go very slowly ivhen icebergs are near . 
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The main idea is: /I 
a . Icebergs break a1'fay in the spring . I! 
b. Our government sends the Coast Guard to look for icebergs. I 
c . 3ailors are afraid of one thing, icebergs . 
Icebergs are usually surrounded by fog . · 
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Section D 
In the next four exercises you are on your own . First read the 
selection; then decide what is the main idea . If there i s more than 1/ 
one paragraph pick out one main i dea from the , .. mole selection . Urite I 
it in the space provided on your answer sheet. "ihen you finish cheek I, 
your answers with the key. I t is not necessary to have the same wording, 
but the idea must be the same . Study the sample, ask any questions that 
are necessary, and then go ahead . 
Sample: 
1. The Pilerims landed in New England in the winter of 1621. The 
first winter was intensely cold and the people suffered a great deal . 
During the spring conditions improved . In the spring the new settlers 
became friendly with the Indians . The Indians taught them how t o nlant 
corn and where to fish . The next fall these nrst settlers remembered 
the hardships they had suffered and they put much of their food awa · for 
the cold winter ahead . They also made plans for a Thanksgiving celebra-
tion . Hen hunted and fished . Children gathered nuts . ~vomen cooked 
turkey, deer and cranberries. Finally the Thanksgiving dinner was ready. 
The Pilgrims invited the Indians to share their dinner >vith them. 
Eve~Jone was grateful for a successful first year in a new country . 
- -~=----= --=-=-=--=-=--======= 
l-1a.in Idea: 
Pilt;rim1 s First Year 
2. §.. Q. §.! A dist ress signal! Can the ship be saved? At the 
time the distress signal was clicking over the wires, a ham radio 
operator was working near his set. He relayed the signal to a nearby 
Coast Guard station station. Soon help was on its way . 
People who construct and operate their own radio sets are called 
ham radio operators. If they pass a test given by our government and 
are American citizens they are given a license to use their ham radio. 
Ham radio operators do not get paid, but we are very grateful to 
t.hem. I\1any times they have r eceived and sent out distress si gnals . They 
have saved the lives of many people . 
Hain Idea: 
3. In moving from one home to another people have used many 
different methods of transportation . In the Colonial days a family 
would load their belongings into a qig wagon . An ox would be attached 
to the wagon and the family would climb aboard and ride, or walk beside 
the \"lagon, to their nevr home . Sometimes, if they lived near a river and 
could reach their nevl home by water, a family woul d travel by boat . 
Another method was to use mules and horses if the movers did not have 
n~ny things to carry . 
Later when railroads were built the people could move by train. 
They vlould ship their goods by freight and go themselves by passenger 
train. 
Today people usually move either by train or aut omobile. On a 
train they may use either pullman car of a coach. Automobile service 
72 
may be the mover ' s own car or a moving van. Noving is much easier now 
than it was in Colonial times . 
Nain, Idea: 
4. If you were living a hundred years ago, instead of today, you 
might help to make butter. Long ago all butter was made by hand . The 
fresh rralk was taken into your own kitchen and put into pans . After the 
cream rose to the top, it was skirr~ed off and kept warm so that it w uld 
become sour . 
The cream \'ffi.S then churned in a large barrel. Someone, maybe you, 
had to move a dasher up and down until butter vffi.s formed. This solid 
mass ~ras put into a large v10oden bowl \-Jhere it was worked, washed, and 
salted. The liquid that was left was called buttermilk. 
Today butter is made aln~st entirely machines. A separator divides 
the milk from the cream. The milk is used to make cottage cheese. The 
churning is still done in a large barrel, but instead of being done by 
hand, · it is done by machine . Ivrachines also wash, work, salt and cut the 
butter after it has finished churning. 
l"iain Idea: 
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Key - Section D - Part. n 
Main Idea: 
2. Ham radio operators receive · and send out distress signal.s. 
saving the lives of many people. 
3. The changes in the methods of transportation used in moving. 
4. Changes in the making of butter. 
Secti9n E 
The next exercises are arithlletic problEIIlB. ''iihy are they in this 
Workbook?U 1 you mq be asking yourself • To work a problEm you must be 
~ ' 
able to read t he question well enough to know what to do. what you are 
asked to do. The purpose of these five arithmetic exercises is to help 
you practice reading so that you will look for the main idea of an arith-
metic problem just as you look for the main idea in anything else you 
read • 
You will not have to solve any problems, but you will have to de-
cide what steps in arithmetic you would have to use if you were to solve 
these problems. You~ have to use more than one .aritbmetic process 
to solve a problem. Study the sample and ask your teacher any questions I 
! 
you do not understand before you start to answer ani problans on your own. j 
Sample: 
l. It you bad to bW your school books, as the pupils in most for-
eigtl countries do, it would cost quite a bit of money to go to school.. 
If your geography text. cost $ .65, your arithmetic book $ .!5, your pen- \ 
II 
. . 
ells $ .15, and your paper $ .1.0, how much money woul.d you need to buy 
this part of your school equipment?' II I 
What would you. do to find the answer to this problem? II 
7 4 
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a. Add c. Multiply 
b. Subtract . d. Divi.de 
What is the main idea, or question? 
It is: What is the total. coBt? Therefore, to find the answer to this 
.Problem you would have to add the cost of the books, paper and pencils. 
The answer is !• 
2. Summer is coming and Tommy wants to have his own row boat so that 
he can go fishing. One dq while he was walldng along the shore, and 
found a boat; he asked the people who lived near there if it belonged to 
any of them. It didn't• Next he put an ad in the paper. No one claimed 
.. 
the boat so Tcmuny kept it for himsel.t. TCIIIII1G'"1 s father gave him $10 to fix 
the boat. 
If the ad cost $ .60, paint $2.501 corking $ .(10, oars $5.001 and oar 
locks $1.00 did TOJliDY have enough money? Did he have any extra? How much 
To do this probltllll what would you do? 
a. Add c. Multiply 
b. Subtract d. Divide 
3. Did you know what to do to solve the last arithmetic problESD.? If 
not, here is another for you to try. If you did get it right, see if you 
can do it again, or were you just lucky? 
Jim wants to form a league baseball team. He has .found out that basel 
ball sUits cost $4.50 each. Bats cost $1.50 each. Balls cost $1.00 each; 
a catcher's mit $1.00 and a pitcher's glove $ • 75. There are nine players ' 
on a ~,J:e'ba.:U team. If Jim collects $80.00 will he be able to .form. a le e 
baseball team? J Jim will have 'to: 
-~T~ .. 
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a. Add 
b. Subtract 
e. Multipl¥ 
d. Divide 
4. The Dwyers are going .to Canada for a vacation. Five of them, 
Mr. and Mr. Dwyer, Joan, who is 151 Susan, who lO, and Bob, ldlo is 7, are 
. . 
going. The one-way train fare tram their home to Canada is $21.00; the 
' 
round-trip fare is $35.00. Children under twelve can go for hal! fare. 
Mr. Dwyer wants to know how much the train fares will cost both W81'S for 
his family. What will he have to do to solve. the problem? 
a. Add c. Multiply 
b. Subtract d. Divide · 
5. John•s Boy Scout troop are going on a hike. He and Dick have to 
buy the food for the cook~t that they are to have when they reached 
Prospect Point. Thq .are to find out how much money they would need, and 
report the amount to the troup a.t ite regular meeting • . Hot dogs are 40 
cents a pound; they needed 3 poundsJ rolls are 16 cents a package; they 
needed 5 packages. Bottles of relish are 2 for 34 cents; they needed 
qne jar. Mustard is 16 cents. Cocoa is 19 cents a can; they needed 4 
can~. Milk is 2l cents a quart; they needed 7 quarts. Marshmellows are 
17 cents a pound; they needed 2! pounds. John and Dick have to report 
back to the troop the amount of money they will need? In order to do this 
I they Imlst: 
/1 a. Add e. · Multiplication of Fractions 
li b. Subtract f. Division of Fractions 
I' c. VJ.Ul.tiply 
i! 
'I d. Divide 
~~ ~ l,~ - ~--- ~=- -
g. Addition of Fractions 
h. Subtraction of Fractions 
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Section D 
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-I<-
3 - 3 -
4 - 4 -. 
5 - 5 -
6 
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PART III 
EXERCISES OF SIX'lli-GRADE DIFFICULTY 
AND 
SEVErlTH-GRADE INTEREST 
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PART III 
Section A 
In the first eight exercises in this set two ideas are being com-
pared. !lead the exercise and then on your answer sheet write the two 
items that are being compared. Read the sample care.tully'. If you have . 
any questions ask then before you start any of the other exercises. 
Sample: 
1. A Japanese child's notebook is different tram yours. the 
Jap~ese children be&in to write in the upper right-hand comer of the 
page. We begin in the upper left-hand comer. They write direct~ down 
the pace in columns; we write across the page in lines. The furthest 
right-hand column is the beginning of what they are writing. They con-
tinue working toward the other side of the paper until they finish in the 
lower left-hand corner of the page. We would say that the Japanese write 
backward; but they think it is we who are writing backward. 
Id~ compared: 
A Japanese child's notebook and our notebook. 
2. Sap .tram. maple trees is sweet and good to eat1 but sap frail pine 
trees is thick and guDIJO". Pine tree sap cannot be made into aug~. Like 
maple sap1 . it is gathered in buckets and bolled in bigger tubs. While 
it is boiling1 oil comes to the top of the guJDDJY mass. This o111 called. 
oil of turpentine, is used in mixing_ paint and cleaning paint brushes. 
Ideas compared: 
3. We get eap from maple treea1 pine treea1 and rubber trees. (Ma-
ple aap ia aweet and good to eat. Pine aap ia thick and gunmr.y. !tubber 
I! 
I' 
=II= I 
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sap is mi.J.ky. Like maple sap and pine sap 1 rubber sap is heated. It is 
then made into large balls or sheets. These sheets are melted and made 
into automobile tires. Many articles, such as balls, erasers., toys and 
garden hose are made out of rubber. 
Ideas. compared: 
4. In India1 lumber c~s are different from the ones in this coun-
tcy. Elephants 1 not men, do the work. The elephants lift the logs of 
teak wood in their trunk. They bring the logs to the spot where a pile 
is to be made. Then another elephant comes over and togE!ther they pile 
the logs in their right places. The IndiaD<people are very lucky to have 
the elephants because the teak wood logs are Yeey heavy. 
Ideas compared: 
5. Our flag today is the same as it was in 1777. The Stars and 
Stripes was made the flag of the United States on June 14, 17771 almost 
one year after the signing _ of the Declaration of Independence. Our flag 
is aJ.most one hundred seventy-five years old. During this time the orig-
inal Stars and Stripes have not changed, except that a new star was added 
for each new state. June l4 of each year is National Flag ~. 
Ideas compared: 
6. The sugar in your sugar bowl comes from one of two plants, the 
sugar cane or the suglU" beet. Sug~ cane grows onl.y in warm CO\liltries, 
but the sugar beet grows in states as cold as Michigan. 
I! 
1: 
I! 
Sugar cane looks like com while it is growi.ng. Sugar beet looks Jl 
like turnip. About half the sugar we use comes from sugar cane, the other !1 
half .tram sugar beets. 
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plqer who does not pull with the rest of the team can spoil a who~e game • . 
The coaches work out brillant plays which the . entire team must work to 
• I 
carry through. The great football team is the one that works as one plq- ; 
er. . ! 
Long ago football was pl.a¥ed on a field much smaller than our modern i 
gridirons. Each team had twenty-seven players instead of eleven.· The ob-
ject of the game was to kick, throw or place the ball over the ~pposing 
team• s goal. There was no teamwork. Ancient football was a rough game 
..• 
of every player for himself. 
Ideas compared: 
s. "The firEill8ll have an easy lite." This is what ma.ny people say as 
they see firemen pl¢ng cards when they pass by the station. 
There is the fire signal. Cards are instantly dropped. Talkin& stapa. 
. I 
W.Cb fireman grabs his coat, helmet and boots and jumps onto the fire en- 1 
gine. They are off. 
At the f'ire1 whether it is a small grass fire or a ~_eneral alarm, 
the firemen are business-like. No time is wasted talking each person 
goes about his own special job. After they are sure the fire is out, the 
firemen return to the station. 
Talking_ and cards begin again. A few minutes ago tnese ,same men 
ma.y have been saving lives. Do you think their job is an easy one? 
Ideas compared: 
.. 
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Section :S 
Key-section A -Part ill 
2. - Maple tree sap and pine tree sap . 
3. -Maple tree sap, pine tree sap and rubber tree sap 
4• - Lumber camps in India and United States 
5. ..: OUr flag. today and in 1777 
6. - Sugar cane and sugar beet 
7. - Football, today and long ago 
!. - Job of a fireman and an easy job 
What is the time order in the following parau.aph? ltead. the para-
I 
g_r~ph and then in the space given on your answer sheet list the things ~~ 
in the order that they happened. When you have finished this one exercise 1 
check with the key. No sample will be given. See how well you can follow I 
time sequence. 
l.Long _ ago people did not have the same type of books that you and I 
.. 
have. The very earliest books were slabs of stone or clay. SCIII.etimes 
more than one hundred slabs were needed to tell one story. 
Later books were written on paper made from the stem of a papyrus 
reed. It was cheaper and easier to handle than the cltq. The stacy Was 
written on one side of the papyrus, and was rolled on two short sticks. 
In the middle of the fifteenth century-, Gutenberg invented the print-
ing_ press. As a result more and more books began to appear. Because of 
this invention we now have lii&1l1' books. 
Time Order: 
A. 
c. 
:a. 
! 
I. 
I· 
I 
I 
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Key - Section B - Part In 
a. looks were written first on a stone or clay 
b. Papyrus reed 
c. In the fifteenth 'Century Gutenbuerg invented the printing 
press 
Section 0 
! 
In this paragraph you will be given a broad, general statanent. 'l'his l 
statement will usuall.y be the first sentence of the paragraph. The rest 
of the paragx-aph illustrates or gives examples of the general statement. 
Read through the paragraph and decide which of the four answers given be-
low the paragraph is the big general statement. Put this letter beside 
the number of the problem on your answer sheet. Check your answer with 
the key when you have finished. Read the sample carefu.lly and be sure 
you understand what you are to do. 
Sample: 
1. Have you ever thought nownecessar,y trees are to our country? 
Trees give us fruit and nuts to eat, wood to use for tuel, and timber for 
buildjngs and furniture. From trees we get turpentine, cork, rubber and 
maple sugar. Paper is also made from trees. Trees keep the ground firm, 
and the roots of tbe trees store water for dry seasons. In the summer 
trees give us shade and help to keep us cool. 
General Statement 
a. · Trees keep us cool in summer 
b. Trees give us fruit and nuts to eat 
c. Trees are necessary to our country 
Answer: 1-c 
2. Have you ever listened and seEmed to bear birds talk to you? 
They do. 
Tb.e oven bird is a tiny bird. He wears an orange cap with a black 
border. At dusk you can hear him caUing. "Teacher& Teacher& Teacher&" 
He gets hia name from his neSt, which is shaped like an oven. 
Other birds talk to us. The redbird sqs~ ''Wet Year! Wet Year& 
.. 
Wet Yearl" He is al.aQ known by the name cardinal and weather bird. 
The goldfinch say, uso here we gol So here we go& So here we goln 
How JD8ll1 birds can you hear talk? 
General. Statement 
a. The redbird is also known by the name cardinal. 
b. The oven bird gets his name from his neat. 
c-.. The goldfinch says, "So here we gQl 11 
d. Birds talk to us. 
4 ,._I :J 
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Key - Section C - Part ni 
2. - d. 
Section D 
The next five paragraphs have many details in than. They also, of 
course, have main ideas. Below each paragraph are !our topics. Three of 
these topics will be details, one will be the main idea of the paragraph. 
Read the paragraph and decide which of the !our topics are details and 
which one states the main idea. Write the letter of the main sheet. 
Study the sample and ask ~ necessary .~estions before you do ~ exer-
cises by yourself • Check your answers after you finish all of the exer-
cises in this section. 
Sample: 
1. Spring, in Vermont, means it is time to make maple syrup. Men 
tap the maple trees by putting little holes in them. Hollow pegs or 
spouts are put into these holes. 1'he sap flows out ~ugh the spouts in-
to the buckets be1ow• This sap is put into larger buckets and boUed. 
After it has boUed tor a long time we have maple syrup and wlUm it is 
cooled maple sugar. 
Main Idea 
a. The sap .tlow8 into buckets. 
b. How maple syrup ,.nd maple sugar is made. 
c. Hol.l.ow pegs are put into boles in the maple trees. 
d. The sap is boiled in large buckets 
~~-J-,==--===-~ 
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Answers: 
1-b 
2. When the earth was first made a huge sheet of ice was supposed 
to have covered everything. Today we still have some of this ice sheet 
in Greenland, Switzerland.~ and in sane parts of the United States and 
Canada. These ice sheets or glaciers move very slowly- from 6 to 15 
inches a day. As thq move they make chacges in the earth beneath than. 
When they crack it sounds like the firirlg or a gun. Mountain climbers 
I 
i 
have to be ·very careful of cracks in glaciere as they are very dangerous II 
and have caused many accidents. 
Main Idea 
a. Glaciers exist in some parts o£ the world todq and are very 
dangerous. 
b. Glaciers move very slowly - from 6 to 15 inches a day. 
c. When a glacier cracks it sounds like the firing of a gun. 
ci. Glacier s ch~e the surfa.ce of the earth beneath them. 
II 
.3. Peanuts now have more than one hundred uses. Once they had none. I 
. . . I 
Dr. Carver, a great Negro teacher, helped us find these uses. Peanuts are 1 
one of the foocis that have the kind o! food in them that we need to make 
our bodi~s grow. People eat peanuts sal.ted, roasted or in candy. Peanuts 
are ground and made into bread. The oil from. peanuts helps make salad 
dressing. It also helps machines to run. Farmers sometimes feed their 
cattle peanuts. Dr. Carver has helped us to find many uses !or a crop 
that once was useless. 
Main Idea: 
a. People eat peanuts salted, roasted or in ;ea.ndy. 
I 
I 
II 
I 
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b. The oU ~ peanuts hcUps make salad dressing. 
c. Farmers sometimes feed their catt~e peanuts. 
d. The uses peanuts now have. 
4. Each J"e&&":many new boys and gir~s join the Boy Scouts and the 
Gir~ Scouts. The badge that enables a boy or gir~ to become a member of 
this group is the Tenderfoot 18dge. This badge is gj,.ven to the new scouts 
at a special. ceremony, a.:t'ter they have completed the necessary require-
ments to receive it. 
Main Idea: . 
a. ihe Tenderfoot ladge is the first badge of scouting. 
b. Ther~ are both ~y Scouts and Gir~ Scouts. 
c. The Tenderfoot ladge admits a person to scouting. 
d. :Each year lJIBll1' new people join the ranks of scouts. 
5. Do you know how to ski? Do you want to ~earn? Let•a pretend it 
. ~ 
is the mid~e of winter and there is a ~ot of snow covering the ground. 
If you have your own skis and ski po~es get then. If not borrow your bi& 
brother's or sister•s. 
,.. ,. 
At the bottom. of the hill put on your skis. If you try to walk up 
the bill without your skiil on you will make big holes in the snow. These 
ho~es will spoU your own and som.eones el.se 1 s skiing. Make sure your 
clamps are tight. Walk up the hill sideways. This WS¥ you won't find 
yoursel.f sllding baCkwards down the hill. Don •t go all the way to the 
.. 
top on the first try. Work up the hill a Jj.tt~e at a time. Before you 
know it you will be loold.ng for bigger hills. 
1 
Main Idea: 
a.. Put your skis on at the bottom of the hill. 
-.r 
I 
! 
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b. Walk up the hill sid~s. 
c. A lesson in sld.ing • . 
d. Always have your clamps tight. 
= - --=t~~ c~~=-=~ . -
Key - Section D - :Part In 
2. -a 
.3. -d 
4. 
- c 
5. 
- c 
Section E 
In the next seven paragraphs you will be asked to pick out the most 
important idea from the four possiblilties that are given below the para-
graph. All of the four will be from the paragraph, but one will tell what 
the whole parag~aph is about. Read the paragraph care!ully and then de-
cide which of the four tells what the whole paragraph is about. Put the 
letter of your choice beside the number of the exercise on your answer 
sheet. Study the sample;and ask all necessary questions before you begin 
to work by yourself. 
Sample: 
1. Scouts from our country often pay visits to other countries. The 
- ---. 
-
United States has had scout visitors tram many countries and it has sent 
its own troops to Canada, Mexico and many parts of South America. These 
visits help international good will. 
Choose one: 
a. Scout visits to other countries help international good will. 
b. The United States has sent scouts to ma.ny countries. 
' . 
c. Scouts often pay visits to foreign countries. 
d. Scouts who stay in their own countries do not help international 
good will. 
l 
I 
il 
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Answer: 
1-a 
2. The first successful flight in a heavier- than-air machine was mad 
\ in 1903. The Wright brothers, Wilbur and Orville, had been working for 
- ··-
years on this machine. At first they used just a glider. Then they added 
a motor. On December 171 19031 Orville Wright made the .first airplane 
flight at Kitty Hawk1 North Caro~ The flight was a short one, lasting 
.. . ~. 
oll4 59 seconds 1 but it was the beginning of aviation. 
Most Important Idea: 
. 
a. 'l'he first flight lasted only 59 seconds. 
b. The first flight was at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina. 
c. The Wright brothers gave- us the beginning of aviation. 
b. At first the Wright brothers used a glider. 
3. Philo T. Farnsworth is respons;.ble for much of our television to-
day. When he discovered this new device in 1924 people laughed at him. 
One man., George Everson, believed in his invention. Mr. Famsworth and 
Mr. Everson went to Los Ange~es where this new idea was tried and proven. 
-
Peop~e began to give Mr. Farnsworth money for more study. Toda\11 through 
the efforts of two men1 one the scientist 1 the other the believer 1 we have ' 
television. 
Most Important Idea: 
a. Mr. Everson believed in YJr. Farnsworth. 
b. Philo T. Farnsworth was one of the founders of tel.evisi.on. 
c. In Los Angeles television was tried and proven. 
. . 
d. In 1924 people laughed at the idea of te~evision. 
I 
4. 'l'he greatest even in Scouting is a world jamboree. World jamboree~ 
90 
are UBU.ally held every four years and Scouts !rom practically every coun-
try in the world take part in than. The first World Jamboree was held in 
1920. As ~ as fifty thousand Scouts have· taken part in these huge 
brotherhood meetings1 which have shown to the countri:es of the globe the 
strength and loyalty ot Scouts. 
Most Important Idea: 
a. The first World Jamboree was held in 1920. 
b. World Jamborees are usu~ held every four years. 
' . 
c. Fifty thousand Scouts have taken part in these jamborees. 
d~ World jamborees are the greatest events in scouting. 
5. When Abraham Lincoln lived in New Salem, Illinois only about a 
dozen families made up the conmmj ty. Lincoln ran the country store. 
Shortly after he left to study law, New SalEm fell into ruin. New Salem 
has now been rebuilt. It is a monument to the man who once lived in a 
small town and who became our sixteenth president. 
!lost Imporlant Idea: 
a. New Salem has been rebuilt. 
b. .We\f Sa.lEill is a monument to Abraham Lincoln. 
c. Lincoln ran the country store in New Salem. 
d. Lincoln studied law. 
6. Do you know how to swim? If the answer is yes, could you be a 
better swimmer than you are? All of us can improve, even the best swimmer 
keep in training and keep practicing ~o that they won•t lose their titles 
to someone else. To know how to swim is a. necessity now that we spend so 
much t:iJD.e either in the water or in boats that are in the water. 
Every year the .Red Cross instructors give swimming courses !or be-
9 1 
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ginning, intemediate and adVI!Il<led swimmers. Life saving courses are al- :1 
so given. W:e all can be better swilllmers. Let•s try to reduce the number 
.. 
of people who drown each year by ~earning how to swim better than we now 
can, or by learning how to help another person who may be in trouble. 
Most Important Idea: 
a. Red Cross instructors give swimming courses. 
b. Swiming is something that everyone must know. 
c. Red CrOss instructors give life savizlg courses. 
d. We need to know how to swim because we have boats. 
. . i 
7. Fire is a very useful thing. Men use it to cook their food, heat 1 
their homes and run their shops. Yet fire when it is not controlled by 11 
II 
II! man, is a very dangerous thing. 
Forest .tires cost the people of the United States many many miUions II 
of dollars a year. Hundreds of miles of valuable timberlarxl is rUined. 
but the loss of trees is not the oacy loss, for thousands of aniJMls_, 
and fish are killed in on.e fire. 
Dry 1 w:indy deys mean fire weather to the men who watch for :f1res in 
the national forests. A little cloud of smoke means danger. 
Most Important Idea: 
a. Fire is veey useful. 
b. Fire is very dangerous. 
c. Birds, trees, anjJM.ls and fish are killed in one fire. 
d. Fire can be useful and harmtu:l to man. 
Key - Section :i - Part III 
2. - c 
.3· - b 
4. - d 
5.- b 
6. - b 
7. - d 
Section F · 
In the next two paragraphs no ideas will be given you at the end of 
the exercises. .Read the paragraph and decide what is the · most important 
idea. Then write a one-sentence summary of the paragraph. Be sure you 
include the most important idea in your sentence. Study the example and. 11 
I 
then go on to do the next one by yourself. Check your answer with the one: 
in the Key. Y~ answer does not have to be in the same words, but the :I 
idea should be the same. Write your 8Ulll1l8.rY sentence on your answer 
sheet. 
Sample: 
1. Some people to~ have no eyesight and mst depend upon others for 
II 
help. ~lind people usu.ally have seeing-eye dogs. ~e dogs that are used II 
most often are German Shepard dogs. lbey are ld.nd to their masters and 
seem to know they have a ll.fe in their care. German Shepherd dogs help 
people who are blind. They spend many months training to take care of 
blind people. They learn to stop for trat!ic lights and to guide people 
around anything that may be in the way. They stop at any sign of danger. 
1 
Nothing makes the seeing . eye dog forget that his master depends on him for 
eyes. 
93 
Summa.r;y: 
German Shepard dogs help people 'Who are blind. 
I 
\ 9 4 
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I 2. Have 70U ever read a book just for fun? Not because you wanted II 
to find the answer to some question and not because it was a school as-
signment. Maybe you don't like to read, but don't you have a hobby or 
maybe a favorite author of mystery stories? 
Let•s go to the library and look around. Before we reach the libra-
.. 
ry decide what book you would like to read. Perhaps you know the author:s j 
name., or else you might know the name of the book. Ma\vbe all you know is " 
\t 
the hobby or subject about which you would like to read. In the card cat-
a log you will find books listed in these three ways. 
Found your book? Check it out and go home and lie on the couch or 
find a nice easy chair and read the book for fun. You'll be surprised 
bow much pleasure you will get from it. Maybe you 111 want to read more 
books just for tun. 
1 
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Key - Section F - Part m 
~: 
:People can get pleasure :f'r<& books i:f' they read just for tun. 
II 
I Answer Sheet:- Part ill 
I 
1 Section A 
1. A Japanese child.~s notebook and our notebook. (Sample) 
6. 
s. 
Section I 
l.. a. 
De 
c. 
Section C Section E 
l. c. 1. a. 
2. 2. 
Section D 
2. 5. 
6. 
Section F 
.. 
l. German Shepard dogs hel.p people who are blind. (Sample) 
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Chapter IV 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
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CONCLUSIONS A.IIJD SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTm~R STUDY 
This thesis, which dealt with the selecting of main ideas and sup-
porting details for a seventh-grade pupil who had a reading ability of 
the fourth, f ifth and sixth grades, has for its conclusion the premise 
that the materials presented will help the retarded reader gain in the 
use of the study skills undertaken. This conclusion is, however, hypo-
thetical as the writer did not test the thesis in any experimental situa-
tion. 
The conclusion is based on the assumptions stated in Chapter I, 
I 
li 
If 
1 namely that: 
li 
1: 
I' 
1. The thesis will be interesting to seventh-graders. 
2. The vocabulary will be on the seventh-grade level. 
J. The ability to discover main ideas and subordinate 
details are of prime importance in foTinal and 
informal reading. 
4. It is the obligation of teachers to help pupils 
to develop their powers to get meaning from the 
printed page. 
5. These materials will attain their objective in 
improving the study habits concerned. 
6. Without these study skills most reading fails 
to achieve its desired outcome. 
As suggestions for further study the author offers the follmving: 
1. Remedial workbooks for other skills on the secondary 
school level. 
========================================~======= 
2. The testing of the r esults of this workbook to see 
if the assumptions made by the author are valid. 
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